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A b s t r a c t 

W*' it>iiHn|rr the problem of uni form uuigiieiM IM-MS p.i*ning (>••:peudic tal.trI> 

through .1 2 to rn * : Abehan and Non AbHiui t . We fut un on ih i i . t i i i t r . t l I ' l f w u 

(if I IDI I integrable J>I IAM^ on t in* torus at nmi /«TO II arid f rom magnetic lields 

themselves in t lu* var t iun i . The sprel rum is computed ami is shown to be always 

independent of I In* noit- integrable phases on tin* torus. It is concluded (hat a 

( 'hern-Simons te rm wi l l always IK* induced by radiat ive corrections i o feri i i ious 

on the torus when It ^ 1). The special ca.se of an elect romagi iet ical ly uncharged 

auyou gas is noted and shown to be a .system whose spectrum run depend on 

the non-integrahle pliases in the two lorus direct ions, subject U> a consjsleucv 

requirement, hi three and four dimensions dynamica l symmei ry breaking of 

non-Abel ian fields and associated condensate format ion is possible by radiat ive 

correct ions. The classification o f noi i -Abel ian magnetic fields in terms o f "Mux 

integers' is discussed, and a method for obta in ing such integers for an a rb i t ra ry 

gauge algebra is presented which provides a rigorous generalisation ( > f ' Mooft's 

••*H{2) classification 

I ' inal ly we remark on the off-shell effective action in ( 'hern-Simons theory. 
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1 Introduction 

Interactions lirlwii'ii tpiaiitiini lields aml elect mmagii'*t ism o n ur in all aspects of 

ipiaiitiini theory, leading to inanv interesting pheiioiiiena. Kven the simplest problem 

of a par l i i l i ' moving in an electromagnetic Held generates a rich s t ruc ture of Landau 

energy levels or bands with non zero degeneracy. Physical systems in llie presence of 

a non zero held s t rength can involve subt le complications: for example , the generators 

of t ranslat ions will not always commute with one ano the r [ l | . Moreover, gauge trans

formations and translat ions become inseparably intwined, leading to a complicated 

set of invariances in which symmet ry under t ranslat ions alone is not a featiirc[2|. 

In this paper, we wish to consider mainly the problem of relativislic models for

mulated on a L'-lorus, together wit]» a number of flat dimensions with the topology of 

li". The motivation for such a s tudy is manifold. A gauge theory on the torus, in the 

absence of a real e lectromagnetic Held, acquires extra dynamics as noted by l'brd[3], 

l losolani[l] anil Toms[5]. It has been suggested that this feature might be retained 

even in the presence of an electromagnetic held. We shall consider the issue hen - ill 

some detail . 

On the torus, (lux is quantized in units of the flux quan tum r / / i (in natura l uni ts , 

for Abelian 13, (I31.il.-i = 2TT.\, |.V| = 0,1 ) giving a countable degeneracy of 

state.s[(j. 7. 8], III the theory of anyons on the torus, this also leads to a quant izat ion of 

the allowed stat is t ics , since the total flux depends both on the flux q u a n t u m number 

and the number of anyons bearing the flux unit . Note tha t we would not expect the 

13 —• 0 limit to apply on the torus, since it would violate this condition. 

Periodic boundary conditions on the torus are frequently associated with solid 

s ta te heterosl ructures. thus the torus is the simplest model of a crystall ine back-

.! 
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ground. It i» arguable that tile impost ion of periodic or pseudo-periodic boundary 

conditions is artilicjal in the absence of a rial periodic potential, though we point 

out that it has been shown that a periodic electric potential can be decoupled from 

a uniform magnetic background, leaving such a periodicity requirement['). 10]. thus 

one is at least partially justified in using such a scheme. 

The dynamics of particles and fields in a n o n z e r o electromagnctic background 

have heen studied by many authors . Landau's t rea tment ill quan tum iuechanics[l | 

is an exact solution to the simplest problem. Schwinger's proper t ime analysis]! 1] of 

the Dirac equal ion in four dimensions lays out our of the most powerful approaches 

to the problem for quan tum field theory. I.aughlin has presented an almost complete 

analysis of I.andau orbits on the torus(S]. Various authors have considered the prob

lem of "statistical magnet ic flux' arising from a ( 'hern-Simons type theory. This is 

the attyoii model [12, l:i. I I . 15, 16, 17. 2). Hosotani has considered the solution of 

the ( 'hern-Simons constraint on the torus and has argued that a s t rong demand on 

gauge invariatict i. ads to a quantizat ion of the ( 'hern-Simons coellicient, even in the 

Ahelian theory[18| . We shall remark on this in section ;i. 

In low dimensional systems, the constant magnet ic held scenario arises in mean 

held studies of anyons and has therefore a t t rac ted a lot of a t tent ion in the l i tera ture . 

Noti-relativistic ma t te r fields obeying a Schroditiger equat ion have been studied [2. 17] 

and the Dirac field has been reconsidered by Lykken et al[19]. both in Abclian Cliern-

.Simons theory. Handjbar et al. have also considered the issue of charged fermions in 

a 2+1 dimensional space and have shown that metas tab le configurations of non-zero 

magnet ic held can spontaneously arise from aggregations of particies(20]. 

Although we consider Maxwell and Yang-Mills theories with a ( 'hern-Simons cou

pling, the model we consider here is not necessarily the same as the anyon model in 

•I 



cither i t* charged l , r uncharged forms. Certain similarities do emerge however and 

we shall comment upon these as tin1)' do so. Also, in section t i , vvi* shall show >pei i l i 

cally thai the neutral anyoii gas lias a noii- lr ivial spectrum on the torus, as a counter 

example to the uniform Meld ca.se in which the spectrum is just I In- same as in the 

infinite volume l imi t . 

In non-AI>cliai! lield theory, the study of uniform magnetic liclds is more con 

troversial. Nielsen and Olesen have considered this problem in four dimensions for 

Yang-Mills theory and have shown that the lowest lield modi-of the Yang-Mills term 

is ill-defined, giving rise to a 'taehyonic' mode, or an imaginary part in the effective 

ac t iona l ] . This is an important point to he dealt with in the held theory and we shall 

discuss it carefully in what follows. The non-Abclian theory ha» many other inter

esting leal ur< s. Xee[22] lias recently discussed 1 he relevance ol the non-Ahelian Dirac 

liquation to quantum spin liquids and suggested a connection with high 7'. supercon

ductivity. In uon-Ahelian ('hern-Simons theory f lie coefficient k of t lie ( 'hern-Simons 

action has to lie quantized in order to satisfy gauge invariaiiec of the quantum theory 

under transformations wnti non-zero winding number. Quantized pure ('hern-Simons 

action normally yields no dynamics in the absence of li bul when the held strength 

does not vanish this is no longer clear. The elfective action is an apparently gauge 

dependent function of the fields. This feature arises because a constant magnetic 

background field is not. a vacuum solution to the classical field equations ie ('hern-

Simons theory, owing to the presence of a linear derivative of I lie gauge potential in 

the action. Condensate solutions to the corrected field equations may exist however, 

but the usual effective action becomes insufficient to describe (he system (see section 

11). 

Finally, it is known that, on the torus, 11 it- dynamics of non-Abelian gauge fields, 
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even in the vacuum, can lead to a breaking of Range tymiil lrv. The. l> a large liter 

a tu re on thi*[l. V 2:1, 21 . 2r>. 2(i. 27. 2K. 2!). :t0. : l l . .12. I I . .»l) for the /•'„„ = 0 case 

It is referred to !>y a nni l t i tude of names including: Wilson Loop symmetry break

ing, breaking by uo'i-iiitegrahle phases, the llosotani mechanism and flux breaking. 

Whether or not symmet ry breaking could he r<*|>rixliii"eii at n o n z e r o lield s t rength is 

so Car open to <piestion. The problem was considered by llo|:l'>], but the calculations 

«ere never completed ami so the issue wa.s not resolved. We shall discuss this issue 

to its presumable conclusion in the lat ter sections of this paper. 

A note is in order: it would seem impor tan t , to consider the elfects of I lie 

non-inlcgrable phases of the torus in addition to any dynamics from non-zero lield 

s t rength , since a contribution from both could, u priori, have almost any effect on 

the t rue vacuum s ta te . In fact, we shall show tha t the Landau energy levels do nol 

depend on the non-integrable phases in a uniform external magnetic lield. This is 

shown both on general grounds and demons t ra ted explicitly by calculation of the 

eigenvalues and eigcnfuncl ions of the system. Thus specilic information about the 

torus is lost (apart from flux quant izat ion) . It is. on the other hand, necessary tha t , 

as the area of I lie torus is reduced below a critical value, the energy criterion required 

lo sustain non-zero B is violated (this is enforced by the flux quantizat ion condition) 

thereby forcing a transition to a s ta te of 13 = 0 where the non-integrablc phases would 

reacquire their dynamical s ta tus . This is a phase transit ion in the sense that it is 

associated with a discontinuity in the free energy. 

(i 



2 Notation and Conventions 

Here we present our convention* for dealing vvitli non Alicliau groups. Consider a 

lion Abelian gauge t ln i i ry .villi gauge group (1. I.cl { / ") |u - I V) denote a 

basis To: I he generators of I lie simple Lie algcl>ra of (! which satisfy 

[V". 7*| = - i f W . ( I ) 

/ '" are chosen To he hcnnit iat i . Hie normalization of (lie generators is fixed by 

requiring 

Tr(7';;7',1) = MiVnJe" ' (-') 

where h is I he Dynkiti index for the representation (7/(. 

Wc use the background Meld method, where the gauge field Alt is replaced with 

•'̂ M + -^II- where Atl is chosen to lie in t lie Cartau suhalgebra of (! an<l gives rise to 

an Alielianizi'd niagnelic held. II // denotes the Cartan subalgebra wil l ] generators 

/ / ' ( ' = ! rank( ( ; ) ) . then 

,1„ = A'jr = , ! „ • II W 

The remaining fields which appear in the action are all (planttint Melds. The quantum 

Meld . ! „ = A"//"' takes its value in the full Lie algebra ;,.id not just in the Cai'tan 

subalgebra. 

The gauge covarianl derivative is given by 

D,,i> = O^ + iylA,, + . l „ ) o 

tø denotes Dirac spinor fiekls. The action is 

:-n 
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N|>mor loiivrnliutf» ar r 

b „ o . I = I'-V, I., H.) 

I,?,».' is ' h e identity matrix on spinor space, with component*. (/,,, )•'_, - t>",. l'or 

the noli-Atx-lian YatiK-Mills liehl thi ' action is .V|.t/(-l + •*] «he re 

with 

/•;... = . ^ , i , - ^ , i „ + M/[,i„..i..] is» 

Till" gange-lixing l enn is 

where 

/;„.•!" = «„.•!" + iVyp„..-\"] (10) 

The associaleil ghost action is 

Srui = JdvTT,[ - D'! - cj.Yl),, - ?i(f)„A")\<l (11) 

We work with a Kuclidean metric . Note that an arrowed vector /•.' represents both 

the spatial part of a covariant vector and a vector in non-Abelian weight space, in 

the text . The context will make it, clear which is referred to. 

3 Uniform Magnetic Fields and Non-Integrable 

Phases (Abelian Case) 

A spacot ime with the topology of a torus admi ts constant vector potential .solntiotis[.'i, 

•1, ">]. Locally, these s< hit ions are pure gauge field configurations and would therefore 
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br equivalent to /oro ««iri-staltt potential tm a ttrt if ih «t>tifir« li*il >|I.M*'1JJIM* JJottevci, 

it tiur .il t ru 11 >t •» to i;.Hll*e I hrl i i to /ero oll t he turtle. 1 lic global nat ill <- >>f l he tp.u el itnc 

i i t tci\ci ics making l lit* iii'i«U in l l i r l.agrangian multtsalu -t|. m cl fet i pres«*r\ mg their 

integrity in .1 dd Feren t form. 1'he phenomenon is analogous to aiiyon*. only the 

Hi'Diiirl ry is dilFerent. There one has (in a suitahle gauge) a vector potential winch is 

constant at a given ra<lius about a 'tlux tul>e" defect at the particle's classical position. 

On the torus, I he topological defect * are the two "holes": one through the centre and 

one through the interior, enclosed by the toroidal surface. Constant gauge solutions 

correspond to liciitoiis magnetic liehls passing through these holes (outside the actual 

sparet irne. in some rrnhedded picture). 

In the absence of real magnetic and electric Melds 'inside" the torus, the constant 

potentials lake on the role of dynamical variables. We shall refer to them as the 

non-iutegrahlo phases. Formally, they contribute to the expressions lor the elFrelive 

potential and the Chrm-Siinous induced mass and are therefore determined up to a 

gauge transformation, by the vacuum state of the theory. In I his section we would like 

to explore the consequences of those non-intograble phases when a constant magnetic 

field projects perpendicularly out of the torus. 

Wo begin by noting that the background gauge potential for a constant Mold 

strength may bo written 

.-1,. = -^ /> . ! •"+ «,, (12) 

in a "symmetric" gauge, where u„ and /''„„ are spacetime constants. Owing to the 

requirement of llux quantization, it is necessary to treat the cases of fi = 0 and 

I) ^ 0 separately, as there is no smooth l imit in which the finite properties of the 

torus are retained. We .shall comment, only briefly on the B = 0 case, which has been 

treated extensively in [:}. :!6. 1. 5. 2:(. 2-1. 25, 26, 27, 28. 2!). .10. : l l . W>\. 

!) 



If. ni addition tu lietug < i i t i^t. inl. h\tL. II l l i f t i 

»,. " , i l l » 

it a rmistatit is siillii ' i i ' i i i (see Appendix A). In tin* lion Alielian «,IM- Ons * onMaiit must 

lie in t11*- ('art .in su!>-algehra. When the I id* I st rengt h vanishes, ph\ sit . i | st ,tl.ir>- s«u*li 

as the effective potential aml Oie Chern-Simons iiia>s become fnii<'l 1**11** of il ie W1K011 

loops, ['iu's is possible he ause (he Wilson loops, for such pure gaum' configurations 

of I lie background liehl. are both translation and gauge invariant. 

When Hie held strength is non-zero, this feature changes due to ;i coupling of the 

I wo direct iuns :d I lie torus, by t he gang*' field. If we consider t lie casr of only a mag

net it tield perpendicular to the surface of the loins (perpendicular lo the lattice cell) 

the vector potential may he written in two commonly used forms, in a "symmetric' 

gauge, 

,\, = -H,,rvJ ( I I ) 

and in an asymmet ric gauge 

.1, = 11.1-, + a, (l.">) 

.•I , = a 2 . ( H i ) 

Note that, in the non-Abelian ease, we take as an ansa!/, the Aheliani/ed solution to 

/*'„„ =ronst. iv that B = li • I! and / / is a set of generators of the Cartan suhalgebra 

for the gauge group[:i7. -!S]. This is not completely general. (See the note at the end 

of Appendix A.) 

Each of the above choices of .-!„ has its advantages and we therefore discuss both 

cases for completeness: the asymmetric gauge, as used by Laughlin[S], here and the 

symmetric gauge in Appendix A. 

Ill 



The spatial part of the operator contributing to one loop is given by 

I'roni this operator, it is easy to see an ininiediate problem with the constant part of 

the vector potential: a small translation in the xt direction modifies the value of a t 

and therefore treating «, as a constant has no invariant meaning. This has important 

implications for the allowed boundary conditions on fields, and for the normally gauge 

invariant Wilson loops. Indeed, the Wilson loop in the J-| direction becomes a function 

of Xi, meaning that its phase varies in the orthogonal direction. A transformation in 

the x-2 direction becomes a gauge transformation in the J-| direction. 

We would like to elaborate on these points, for pedagogical reasons, by examin

ing the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the operator, i'br this we follow largely the 

approaches of LauglilinfS] and IIo[35], modified to our nerds. Defining u, = \fglix, 

and c, = Jjj't,- we may write 

D\ = ~<A{^- + im + ir,)"' -l~+ iciA. ( du, (Ju-j J 
(18) 

Defining also ; = u, + iu-t and k = k\ + ik2, where 2A-, = ic„ we may define creation 

and annihilation operators by 

c+=iV2(~ + \(z-:") + !••') (19) 
dz -1 

c_ = iV2(~ + \{: - :') + *) (20) 
a; 4 

respectively. These satisfy 

[c-,c+] = l (21) 

and 

Dl=gB{c+,c-} = 2gB(n+1-) (22) 

file:///fglix


fur ii = U. 1,2 Tin- ground slalr tit di'linnl by it» anniliilatiuii by t . 

«•-•„ = 0 (23) 

rim» 

*u = /••(--)»"*" i"'""'"'-'" (2-1) 

where /•'(c) = ('"' / ( : ) and / ( ; ) is llir function given by I.aiifthlin[W| when U = 0. It 

salislies 

/(-- + /.,) = r-* - ' - / ! - ) C-'5) 

/ ( - + ,/.,) = ,.JM-'-i—*-'-i/(.-) (20) 

anil thus the eigenfunclions satisfy 

<fr(,i, + /.,.«•,) = f-"" ' • '*(« , .« , ) (27) 

• ( H I . « 2 + / ^ ) = f " " " ' - ' " 2 * J ' " * ( i i | . i i . ) ( 2 8 ) 

Tin1 boundary conditions arc dearly translation dependent in one direction. Had we 

chosen the symmetric gauge (see Appendix U) the both boundary conditions would 

have entailed a coordinate dependence. Notice that a translation by x\ effectively 

modifies the value of the constant potential k2. 

In order to define a self-consistenl set of boundary conditions, it is convenient 

to look at the Wilson loops in the two directions of the torus, since they may be 

contructed independently of the eigenfutictions of the Hamiltonian. The VVil-on line 

is defined by 

\V(x) = PcxpUgj*AjdA (29) 

(for some fixed point .r 0) and its associated Wilson loop Hj(/, ') around a cycle of 

length L'j in the Xj direction by 

W[xj + L'j) = Wj(I/j,T)\Vlrj) (TO) 

12 



Ill ll»- prrsriH'i' of Ihr constant mngnelic lirld slrrnglli. I lie two direr lions of tin* loru» 

art* t'toM-ly linked and lliu» out* lias 

11(11, + l.,.u,) = I - X | ) { I / . , U , + i r , / . i ] l l ' i i , , u , ) (31) 

I H m . u j + Ai) = t . x | ) { i f , / . J ( } H , ( « 1 . u , ) (32) 

Where these two loops meet, one would expect them to agree, up to a gauge trans

formation. That is 

U ' ( U l + / . , . / . , ) = <•"•"<•'•"'>»•(/.,.«j + l.t) (33) 

Kroni e<piations (29.31,32) we therefore have 

/ . , / . i + <- , / . ,= 2;ro + 2 * .V, + c2 /.-, (31) 

where .X, is an integer and n is a constant . If we set a = f\ = 0 = 0 then this 

becomes simply the flux quantizat ion condition[7, 8] in our resealed units . However, 

since rx and r* can readily be modified by a change of coordinates , the internal 

consistency of our system forces us to consider them with an arb i t ra ry value. Initially, 

it would appear tha t o . ct and r 2 destroy the flux quant izat ion requirement , but i: 

fact this is not so. Kquation (3-1) must also hold when ct = r 2 = 0 mid then it is 

readily shown that solutions only exist for r> = 2.Vr7r[7, 8]. for integral .'V,. Also, 

using the cocycle condition[6] to actually integrate around one single large, closed 

path H''i(u-2 + W ^ f u i j U ' f ' ( t ' 2 ) M T ' ( " i + /-i) = ' gives the same result, avoiding 

contr ibut ions from r'i, e-2. With our procedure of taking curves one at a t ime, it follows 

more generally that 

Cil^ — c2Li = 2:ro. (35) 

T h u s ci and c 2 are freely varying quanti t ies and ft varies in accordance with t rans-

lat 'ons on the torus. Clearly one would not expect physical quanti t ies to depend on 

13 



these arbitrary parameter*, and this is rell.-i [ni liv tin- fan that tin- llux ipianti/alion 

condition i* ri*«piir*Hl independently. However, il •> eiiiplia.M^'d that tlii-tr pri-seme is 

inevitable owing tilt' tin- translation dependence uf the Wilson loops 

Finally, w may dentonstale tlir consistency of this by showing thai, if lite con 

slants <-| and r, are thought of as bring puri'ly tin - result of some coordiuale tr 'lis-

lat ion, then the llux quantization rotidition implies that the Wilson loops arr only 

periodic and i ivariant under <|iiantizi'(l simiilaiicous translations in both direct ions of 

the torus (Aui- .Au;) = (l.\.l.i). In other words, t i e system is. in general, invariant 

and periodic under quantized translations which start and end at the same place and 

have integral winding number. Starling at .i'i = .r^ = 0 with «i = «j = 0, we may 

write, in the asymmetric gauge 

A», = « / » A j - i (:«i) 

The Wilson loop is cxp{iyll.r• !.',). Kvahiatitig at A . i 2 = /.', we find 

!jHf.,l.i = ->™ = ->ir\, (:I7) 

by virtue of the flux condition. Similarly in the symmetric gauge. 

A„, = - ^ l CM) 

thus 
g / J A . r , , , , gBAxUl 

5 Il + 7, '-I = ->™ = 2JT. \ , (10) 

provided (A.r , .A.r 2 ) = (i\.L'2). 

r rhe results above imply that one is not free to choose, say periodic boundary con

ditions for bosons and anl iperiodic boundary conditions for fermions. in the prescike 

M 
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of A uniform lirlil strength. All lit'Uls must satisfy the same consistency requirement* 

Mori*over, the spectrum may nut depend un tin* constants r,. One may understand 

this physically by noting that a magnetic field cause* particle excitations to move in 

circular Landau orbits, around which the line integral of the constant vector potential 

is mil!. 

In view of the above argument, we cannot agree with the Abelian quantization 

argument given in [18], since the strong gauge invariant'!' requirement is nol a transla-

tionally invariant feature of the system. Consideration of the additional phase accrued 

by a small translation spoils the requirement. 

4 The Propagator and Radiative Corrections in 

a Uniform Magnetic Background 

In order to compute arbitrary field theoretical quantities, a knowledge of the propa

gator is required. In the Abelian theory, we only need the fennion propagator since 

the gauge propagator involves no self-interactions. In this section we would like to 

comment on the implications of the explicit dependence of the propagator on the 

Wilson line integrals, and the effect of this for physics on the torus. Following the 

general discussion of section 2, one would not expect this kind of dependence in the 

presence of a magnetic field strength, on the grounds of translational in variance. We 

wish to demonstrate explicitly that this is so. 

First, let us remark on the issue of radiatively induced Chern-Sinj"ns terms on 

the torus. In reference[39] it was shown that vacuum polarization corrections on the 

torus lead to an induced Chern-Simons term which is a function of the non-integrable 

phases (or eqnivalently, the boundary conditions), when B = 0. Writing the Chern-

15 



Simons tiTin in l IK- form 

• s '<* = A " * * / < » , » , . < ' , U M l ) 

where JI = k<i!, the ditneusionless i|iiantity k may IM- written 

I'"I - I * 1 » ' ^ ' ' 

where li!{m,l, I.) = iul(lj,l.ft + l\l.\ + /.'/<•') ami l l ie notation / ^ 0 is used to mean 

thai the zero mode / = (I).().()) is excluded (see [:{!)]). This follows as a result of t i l l ' 

non-trivial dependence of the propagator on the non-intcgrahlc phases, in the absence 

c.r I). 

The results of [-W], show that, in the vacuum, away from electromaguctic fields, 

a non-Abelian ('hern-Simons term is not always induced by radiative corrections. 

There the problem was caused by the non-intcgrable phases from the gauge lield 

corresponding possibly to broken symmetries causing a non-local effect. In the 

presence ol a magnetic lield. we have shown that there an 1 no translalionally invariant 

phases meaning that the arguent. used in reference (3!)] does not apply in this case: 

that is, there is no problem about the induction of a ('hern-Simons term by radiative 

corrections in the presence of non-zero H. Thus the result on tin- torus is simply that 

obtained in rcforence[-10]. 

Now we shall argue that the non-intcgrable phases cannot enter any I'eynman 

graph in the loop expansion. The propagator in an electromagnetic background is a 

formally translation dependent, gauge dependent quantity which is proportional to 

the Wilson line. This is straightforward to see, since, given the propagator defined 

by OA(.r, .r ' ) = *( . r , j - ' ) , we have 

. , ,, ^ »„(j)»r,(.r') ,.,., 
A(.r. .r) = 2 ^ ^ t'1'1) 

In 



for oigenslales and eigenfuiiclions * , . ( J ) and A„ of O. A gauge tranformation leads 

to a transformation of the rigeiifunrtioiis by tin- Wilson line <V —• ll'(j-)4> (-J9) and 

thus 

M-r.r') - i " / . ' A-M"''M-r^') ( « ) 

The fennion propagator in a constant electromagnetic background, in four dimen

sions, has been calculated by Sclivvinger[l 1]. In three dimensions, the corresponding 

calculation has been performed by Redlich[lO] and with Kuclidean conventions by 

Lykken el al.[19]. We confirm the result of[19] and correct typos. 

.V(.r..r') = (J-\P ,ls, -" - '« ' • (_ ]/>+ m ) | j . ' ) (If)) 

where It = — ]fi — — I)' — i<7""/'',„, and IT"" = ^ [ " / "V l - 1 he matrix element which 

defines the proper l ime development I '(.*) = < ' s is given by 

x exp [ - i ( j - .,-')[< r cot(, /•'.s)j(J- - .r')) (.16) 

where 

t'(-'-^-') = ^ 7 5 exp (,c jT V - M » ) ) (-«7) 

More details are given in[19, 11]. 

It may be seen from the form of (17) that the propagator depends on the constant 

gauge potential only in the Wilson integral C(.v,x') prefix. This dependence is in fact 

trivial as long as the effective action is local and follows, in the Abelian case, from the 

fact that it is composed only of one one-particle irreducible graphs. In the Abelian 

tlieory, the gauge fields have no self coupling and thus the gauge propagator 6'[/'(.r,.r') 

does not depend on the background field. Thus only matter lines can depend on the 

constant gauge potentials. The one particle irreducible structure of the graphs is such 
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tha t any phase factor picked up by one line will he cancelled by another . This is a 

unique feature of the Abelian rase, which is valid even in a Iranslatioually invariant 

systi ' inpll] . A deeper, independent reason, which also applies for non Abclian fields, 

is clearly the translat ion dependence of the constant potentials . 

In reference [39], it was speculated that the non-intcgrable phases might enter 

into the func ional form of the current-current correlation functions. T h e connection 

with anyon physics and the possibility of a link to high t empera tu re superconduct iv

ity, makes this point of great interest, since the location of poles in the correlation 

functions are a criterion for superconductivity. Considering only the Dirac fcrniion 

current as an example , it may now be seen that this is not the case for uniform B / 0. 

[Ju(xC)JA*i)) = - T r ( ^ i V , , j - . i ) 7 „ . V ( j - 2 . J - 1 ) ) (18) 

Here the spacetinie ordering of the propagators is impor tan t and implies t ha t any 

phase accrued by one of the propagators will be cancelled by the phase of the second. 

T h e same result is t rue for arbi t rary graphs. 

Now considei the non-Abelian theory. Here it is less obvious that the cancellation 

will be effecti' e. Consider the two-loop " the ta" graph 

5 ( 1 , 2 ) 5 ( 2 , 1 ) 0 ( 1 , 2 ) (49) 

At a general value of the background field, the phase from i'( 1.2)5(2, 1) must cancel, 

bu t now G( 1,2) could give rise !,o a contr ibut ion. Howevc-, the evaluation of the graph 

involves an integral over all space. Writing the Wilson line explicitly for G( .T | , x 2 ) , 

we have 

J dVri dVr2S(xu . r 2 )5(. . : 2 , .r, )G(x,, . r 2 )e ' ' e •£ ' ""' ' '" (50) 

= JdV^dVsJix, - .r2y™»l"-''f (51) 



where J(i\ - rt) is a translalionally invariant function. Since o B can lie set to zero 

l»y a translat ion r , —• s, ± i.jitj, a simple change of variable el iminates the constant 

gauge potent ial from the integral. Thus the graph must he independent of the phase. 

'Phis result carries through to arbi t rary graphs , since the dependence on the constant 

phases in only in the exponential and the remaining functions are trauslationally 

invariant. We have therefore shown, in effect, that the spect rum of exci tat ions in a 

uniform magnet ic field must he independent of the non-inlograble phases to all orders 

in per turbat ion thi-ory. 

5 Classical Background Fields for the Abelian-

ized Chern-Simons Theory 

With a ( 'hern-Simons term in addition to the classical Lagrangian, the na ture of 

solutions to the classical field equations becomes significantly altered[. | 1. I'i, l.i. I'l|. 

Indeed the potentials given by equations (1-1-16) arc not solutions c.f the sourceless 

classical field equat ions. This new feature arises from an important coupling, both 

between the difTertnl components of the field strength tensor and also between gauge 

and m a t t e r fields, where they exist. 

Here we shall consider two commuta t ive classical backgrounds fields for which 

Brrt / 0 and remark upon their relevance to our later calculations of the ctlV'ctivc 

action. In section 6, we shall also consider a special aiiyon solution for which l i r l l = 0 

in which the spectrum is Wilson-loop dependent . Most of our discission hero is 

equally applicable in in /?•' and T2 x li'. Consider the classical Huclidoan action 

.V = J dv{-^ /•„„ + A'""\.1„M,,1A + /. „„} (52) 
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Krom this, one obtains the classical equations of motion 

- siJ'f',,, + iiit„p\<yA — <J„ (53) 

Uy choosing a gauge condition, these equations can be decoupled and solved. Here 

we shall choose the radiation gauge (O'A,) — 0, as is usual in the literature. In this 

gauge, it is possible to write the equations of motion in a particularly simple form, 

lb. ' zeroth component implies that 

- KrilA0 + i ill! = ' Ju (54) 

where li = F\2- The two spacelike components give 

- KQA, -i Ki),OuA0 - ift('J(i)0Aj - <)jAu) = t-J, (55) 

In vacuum studios one is normativ interested in solutions which are valid even when 

J„ = 0. From ttie first of these equations, one may solve up to a gauge trasnformation 

(setting ./„ = 0) to give 

KdiAo = intijA' (56) 

where we have used the fact that the potentials are to be everywhere finite. Thus one 

may use this to write the second equation in the form 

I'2 

-n--\i + —A, = 0 (57) 

and 

Au = i.'-J dx{ CijAj (58) 

It is easily seen that such a solution gives rise to a non-zero electric field in addition 

to a magnetic field which is non-uniform in space and is therefore beyond the scope 

of our calculations here. 
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Solutions may be obtained when the matter current is nonze ro . In that case, 

it is possible to sustain a uniform magnetic field, without any electric field. T h e 

( 'hern-Simons term then enforces a relation betwi-en Ju and H, well known from the 

l i terature. This relation will become important to us later. O u r may choose . 1 , as 

defined in equat ions (11) or ( l r ) ) , with .-1(1 = 0, provided 

i fill = r J0 (59) 

Since Ju is related to the particle number , this is a prescription for the filling of Landau 

levels. Here we are concerned with the vacuum, and therefore the particle number 

is zero by definition, at t ree level. In the Abelian vacuum, this simply implies that 

\i = 0 in three and four dimensions. However, at one loop order, in a non-Abelian 

model, it is possible to have a virtual particle condensate which could then sustain a 

non-zero magnet ic held. This amounts to a spontaneous generation of magnet ic field, 

in what would presumably be a metas table state[20{. We shall present the details to 

show this In three dimensions in a later section. 

On the torus, l losotani has found classical solutions which respect the boundary 

conditions implied by an external magnetic field, and has noted a t ime dependent 

decree of freedom which preserves such boundary conditions. On the torus, one has 

the addit ional restriction of quantizat ion on the allowed flux, and therefore on the 

allowed boundary conditions. For constant B one has for ma t t e r and gauge fields 

<-•.«(.!•. + /-.) = < •"M')<.-u(-r.) (60) 

,l„(.r, + /. ,) = , l ( 1 ( .r,) + ^,M(.i-) (61) 

where 

:ii(.r) = -HcijLjj-j + «,- = n:\,fij.rj/Lj + </, (62) 
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The general solution is(|.r>, Hi. 17] 

, / . , , ! , = H , ( 0 + . A < ^ - + « ^ i (<l<!t'kik(h{l - ii)Ut.,j) - , ' ^ - \ (<i:i) 
Hi, I' J ' A i ' - i 1 

where (-),(/) are t ime dependent nou-integrablc phases ami ty,,, is the uniform exter

nal llux. implied by ((i()-l>'2). These phases become caiionically conjugate variables 

and therefore this system is very interesting. They have been used to argue thc<jiian-

tization of the commuta to r relation between the Wilson loops depending on (-),(')[•!"]. 

Hosotani h..s emphasised that the presence of the i~)j(t) must be settled by the 

dynamics of a sysl em [ •!">]. Clearly they give rise to an electric field and must therefore 

aired the total energy. In general, the vector potential will lead lo an elTective action 

which is very difficult to compute . We shall not a t t empt lo solve the problem here 

in full generality. However, for the sake of chart ing the dynamics of such ;• system 

in at least one instance, we choose a part icular solution with the above boundary 

condit ions. 

X = 0 ( 6 1 ) 

,1 , = &,(!) +In, tJ.rj (65) 

where (")(/) is linear in t. Specializing once again, we choose 0-j(O = l'',<t where 

l'-i = I'm 1 his single element can then be gauge rotated into the l ime direction and 

the /y dependent parts may IK1 set into the bandau gang*', giving 

.•lo = /ViJ-i (fifi) 

, 1 , = tf.i-2 (67) 

The generalized l lamil tonian D2 = /,)•;•+ /.)„ lias no easily obtainable eigenvalues. We 

have 



wit ti independent constants t'i and li which serve as the variational parameter» for 

the ground state energy. However, in the special c.ise in which ll ie lields are constant 

we may employ general arguments to say something about the spectrum for |AJ| > |/v'| 

from our usual calculations in the magnetic cast'. We note that, unless \li\ > |/'.'| the 

vacuum becomes unstable produces particles in general (see also the discussion in 

section !))• 

6 Constant Electromagnetic Fields 

To make our estimate ol the energy we return to Minkowski spaceiime and consider 

the case in which t he in agn it ude of the electric held is less than I hal of the magnetic 

field. 

A constanl electric field, perpendicular to a larger magnetic lield can always be 

Lorentz transformed to a pure magnetic field in some frame by means of a boost 

along a direction perpendicular to both /'.' and li. Classically, this corresponds to a 

unifoi i i i drift velocity, thus the essential circular Landau orbits are preserved up to 

a boost. This operation is welt defined in infinite volume Minkowski spa.cet.inie, but, 

on the torus its interpretation is less obvious, since the identification of points on the 

lorus requires a notion of" absolute simultaneity not respected by special relativity. 

After a Lorentz transformation, points identified at equal time wil l transform to 

points indentified at different limes in the new frame. This is not. necessarily a 

problem in a. periodic structure, since there is no signal which can identify like points 

instantaneously. However, different boundary conditions wil l result after a. Lorentz 

transformation. 

In the infinite volume l imit , there is no problem about point identification. The 
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rignivitliH* <*4|iial it>n / / * t ' „ = /'.'«Cu i nay In* l.orvnt/ IraiihlWniril ny a IMMISI /. lu 

/ > ' ' V - ( . ) " / • . ( /< . ) w l u T f / ) ' - ^ /. />*' /. ' . ht l i m i * «IlIII.MIsUMI* ttr ! l . tW /•/ fi 0 

autuniaiirally, tlm> t hi' LtTrntz IMMIM liy v<'«loiitv n - (/-,' x H)/Hi >«'ls /•.' io / r m in 

tin' IH'W frame*, M> that 

Thus we have a Landau li'Vel spectrum with I his Iran-donned value of the magnetic 

held. Kven in this case, the flux quantization condition may always l>e imposed in an 

nd-liar way1. We shall assume that in the /-.' — 0 frame that the Landau degeneracy 

is I lie usual ri'sull i.e. A, where i/lil.il.j = 2JT.Y,. The degeneracy must Lean integer 

in the pure magnetic system, lint after a l.oreniz I ransfoi mal ion the Mux quant izat ion 

condit ion t rauslornis to 

,lli'L\Li = -lirS, (711) 

The magiielic flux is not an invariant, hut the generalized flux J l'""ilnln, is, where 

<l<rllt. is the area two-form. If spacelime vectors r (1 and w,. mark out a plane in 

spacetime. then <T„„ = r,{t\,u\. — t'„ic„). Thus, since the held strength is a spacelime 

constant, we have that the invariant flux is 

( (li'tTu, + liau) = rousl = 2;r.Y, (71) 

i.e. the combined Mux from the electric and magnetic parts is qiunitized giving a fixed 

degeneracy A'.,. (There is no reason why the degeneracy should be lifted by an electric 

field in this case.) Note thai, dropping primes, r iu = l-\l.i ami "u, = 0 in tin 1 pure 

B frame. 

It seems reasonable to expect that a similar result would hold in a periodic svs-

tem. If the magnetic fi"ld is weak, then I lie magiielic length is large- and the svstem 

1 For example, l>y enclosing the system in :tti in l i n : ' " square wrll .trul rftoostug l>om«lary cou<lili"ii.-. 

on tilt- vector potential to give llie flux eoiulil ion. Tins involves fixing a gauge on llie Imunilary 
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will probe the 'lorn»' extensively. To avoid the problem of point idrutilicatkin we 

might restiet the system so that the magnetic length is always small compared to the 

circumference of the torus. Also, a well defined non-Abelian theory requires some 

limited range proportional to the inverse mass of the fields /.,„„a, ~ -!- in order to 

avoid nou-perturbative effects (see later discussion). Thus one should consider felds 

such that 

tor tit (72) 

Krom the flux quantization condition one has tjoru,/L]j = 2irA', thus, this condition 

is always satislied for non-zero II. I.ranyt rec|uires further consideration. See section 

8. 

Thus by utilizing a Lorentz transformation, one might remove a small electric 

field and find the effective action using the results for pure magnetic fields, subject 

to some caution. Phis remark is enough to be significant for our purpose. The 

parallelism between the electric and magnetic fields means thai there is ar. infinity of 

possible E/ B configurations with the same energy. This indicates at least that there 

is no dynamical reason to set E or therefore 0(1) to zero unless li = 0. It is noted 

however that E < B is required to have a well-defined vacuum and finite free energy 

(see section 9) in the absence of a confining potential. E > B leads to uniformly 

accelerated particles, with potentially unbounded energy and to particle produc.on 

in the vacuum. Thus one would not expect this to arise spontaneously. 

hi our calculations of the effective potential, to follow, we find that the vacuum 

associated with abelian fields can not support a magnetic fieiu by itself and so the 

indications are that, dynamically, 0(t) —> 0. However, in the non-Abelian theory a 

condensate c;i form giving rise to minimum of B away from zero. Thus Abelianized, 

non-linear Yang-Mills theory may involve dynamical 9(t) in three-dimensions, if an 



external K Held were imposed on the system. Nule however that the QCI) vacuum 

expels colour-electric lield, in connection with quark conliniimni 

We emphasise that this is only an estimate in one special instance. 

7 Pure Chern-Simons Theory and Anyons 

Although we have shown that no system with a uniform external magnetic Held 

can depend upon the non-iutegrable phases, it is possible to construct a system of 

singular flux tubes with constant dux, interacting via an Aharonov-FJohm effect|')8| 

which do depend on the non-inlegrable phases. This system is the neutral anyon gas 

and has heen studied by Girvin rl «/[-I!)] in the infinite volume limit and recently by 

Ho and Hosotani on the torus[<17, SO], In this section we would like to show how 

the dependence on the Wilson loops comes about on the torus, in this system and 

point out a possible ambiguity in the predicted values of the s t a t u e s which arises 

in the field theory of the simplest system on the torus[51j. The .V particle system is 

represented by a Haniiltonian in (2+1) dimensions 

// = £(DJ + |/?,|) (73) 

The magnetic field used here is not the electromagnetic field, but a statistical gauge 

field[12, 13]. Moreover our anyons are assumed to be clcctromagnctically uncharged 

- the model is that of the 'neutral auyon gas', applicable the anyon superconductor 

but not the fractional quantum Hall effect. Following our earlier discussion, it is clear 

that the charged anyon gas, in an external uniform magnetic field, cannot depend of 

the non-iutcgrable phases, since this would break consistency under translations. 

If we impose a gauge condition on the background field (rf'.'l; = 0), then we may 

express the solution of the vector potential in terms of the spatial Green function 
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(If {r - r"). Tin- single valued (i reen function defined on tin- lorn» «alutfim 

.I'.t.dflr- r') = * ( r - r ' ) - ~ (71) 
' • i ' - j 

and lin- vector potential found l>y solving the ('hern-Simons constraint witli the above 

gauge choice, lias lieen f. .d by Hosotani[l5] 

. /.,.!, = (-),«) + ,'*, ^f- + i ^ i fdg^iKCri' ~ !i)\l'U.u) - I ' - J ^ I (75) 
ll.k ; i J l l-i'-i' 

Sett ing the external iiuiforiii held to zero, we may impose periodic boundary condi

tions with 

</, = -2tf< 1 Jtf/,Y(r-r') + «. (7(i) 

where 7i{ are constants which give rise to the non-integrahle phases, so that 

in agreement with [•!!). K>. 17]. The periodic boundary conditions are possible because 

the Mux has been localized to singular vortex points on the l oms and has no long range 

effect, beyond the pure-gauge phase interaction. Thus we are not dealing with a mean 

Held solution. The l lamil toniau can be factored using supersvmnietr ic notat ion (see 

also Appendix I}) to write 

II=\D+D- (78) 

(79) 

(80) 

«.-É — ia+ 

ll 
p- = l? — ? « _ 

n± = ; ( « i T i « ! ) (81) 



Ill Krner.il, /> t aml I), ilu not commute. In particular, for the t barged anyon gas in an 

external held, tlic-y cannot commute. However, with the Malistical Mux distribution as 

given above (7 7), and assuming analytic eigc-nfunrtioiis, these operators do commute 

This is a sign that the theory is really one of essentially free particles. A normalizable 

ground slate may be defined by 

*u = /{.-Jr**' ' ' (82) 

where „V = -10(;r(z' - :''). The fact that the (iroon function is a function of ;" only 

follows from the analyticity of the ground stale. Moreover, it implies that a+ = 0 

and that <i_ = i/_(r"). thus 

M)+D. = i)'i)t (81!) 

Thus we find thai the spectrum is one of free bosons on the torus. Phis result has 

also been derived very recently in [17]. A related result has also been obtained in [51]. 

/•-'-„,„ = (^)'('<i + A*.)'2 + {^-f('<2 + />,)'-' (84) 
' - i ' . » 

where o are the usual non-intcgrable phases, which are constant in both space and 

time. It is well known from earlier studies on non-simply connected spacetimes that 

the spectrum of bosons depends crucially on these phases, but also that the value 

of the phases for bosons is likely to be zero in order to minimize the energy of the 

vacuum[."S, 51]. 

Since we are considering anyons on a torus, the statistics of the anyons is not inde

pendent of the non-integrable phases[52]. Consistency requires them to be related, so 

that particles may be interchanged along non-trivial paths around the torus, as well 

as by any other path. This might be regarded as presenting a dynamical restriction 

on the allowed statistics of anyons [51]. It is well known that the condition of flux 
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quant izat ion leads to a restriction of the statistic» to values 0 = »;>/</ Tor integer p 

and i/(V-. 5.1. ")l|. A dynamical a rgument , arising from the spei l n u n of a specially 

symmetrical auyon system on the circle[. r)l] indicates that 0 = z/m are the most 

energetically favourable values. On the torus this result also hot Is. However it is 

worth pointing out an ambigui ty in the field theory. T h e result obtained depends 

on whether one per turbs stat is t ics around bosons or fermions. liosons fields lend to 

favour remaining bosons, whereas l'errni fields assume stat is t ics which depend on the 

total number of particles, f 'hen et al have argued that per turb ing around fennion.s ..; 

a more reliable procedure[l(i]. This ambigui ty clearly requires a fuller investigation. 

U'e have therefore shown that a neutral gas of flux-tubes can be functionally 

dependent on the non-integrable phases of the torus and tha t tin's is likely to impose 

a restriction on the allowed stat ist ics, through its coupling lo the vacuum. 

It is worth remarkin;;: t ha t , in the mean field theory of anyons. the singular dis

t r ibut ion referred to here is smeared out into a uniform magnet ic field. This involves 

a breakdown of translational invariance in the theory, as we have discussed, and the 

non-intcgrable phases can nut therefore affect the spect rum in this approximat ion . 

This might be considered as one criticism of the mean field approach['l9]. 

8 Calculation of the One Loop Effective Action 

in a Purely Magnetic Background 

Next we shall present our calculations for the one loop effective action, allowing for 

non-Abelian fields. Our motivation here is to investigate stable vacua in which a 

"colour' magnet ic field may arise by the formation of a sui table fermion condensate . 

This implies a spontaneous generation of magnetic field and may also lead to sym-
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nietry l>rt'AkiriK(35j. 

8.1 Yang-Mills Term 

We begin with the Yang-Mills fields. Kixing the quantum field gauge such that 

l)liA"=0 (85) 

where .1" is the gauge field and D„ only depends on the classical gauge background. 

the one loop Yang-Mills contribution per unit spacetime volume becomes ( o s = 1 )[S5] 

- ^Tr l i i f - i ; ' / ) 2 + 2igh\") (86) 

where F^ is the field strength of the background field. The sparet ime eigenvalues of 

-D1 are 

- D2 -> /i 2 + 2g\B • fl\{n + 1/2) , degeneracy per unit volume ^— (87) 

2iz 

See section 3 and also appendix I). Note that I)2 is a diagonal matrix in the Lie 

algebra. The degeneracy of the i'h eigenvalue is given by the /"' eigenvalue of the 

degeneracy matrix. As the eigenvalues of f j , are given by 

2 iF"„ - . (+2< / | « - / / | , -'2g\B-U\, 0 . . . 0 ) (88) 

where 0 occurs with degeneracy d, we can write the one loop contribution as 

H**/ = ~ £ / -øj-Adrr^É • "\'" (P2 + 23\B • H\<n + 1/2)) 

+Tr g\B • H\ In (p2 + 2g\B • Fl\(n + 3/2)) 

+Txg\B • H\ In (p2 + 2g\B • H\(n - 1/2))] (89) 

The n = 0 mode in this final term contributes an imaginary part to the one loop action 

from the lower momentum limit. In keeping with the literature, we shall refer to this 
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as the ' uns tab le m o d e ' aml tlic- remaining te rms as the s table modes. In this sense, it 

is an infra-red artifact and requires some careful t r ea tmen t . (The fait that it is this an 

infrare<l problem is clear, as it will occur in the onv loop te rm in all dimensions. T h e 

order of the te rm, at which usual inf rared failure of the loop expansion for maxsless 

fields lirsl be t rays itself, rises as the dimension of the sparet ime rises, and only ocrurs 

at one loop in three or fewer dimensions.) We shall therefore remove this ' uns tab le ' 

mode for the present, and calculate the contribution from the other "stable" modes. 

Later ve shall return to the unstable mode in order to de te rmine the real part of its 

contr ibution to the effective action. The signilicancc of its imaginary contr ibut ion 

will be disussed in section \). We shall also compare the procedure of ignoring the 

'uns lable mode ' with that of creating a legit i mate operator via the addit ion of a mass. 

After removing this mode from the last term in the above expression, the one loop 

Yang-Mills expression becomes 

n!!w = -jzt, f TTT/K ' ' + i > ' M » • "I"»</'2 + tyl"• H\i" + 1/2» 

+Tr.v|/7 • /7|ln {p1 + 2,,|/7 • Fl\(„ + :l/2))] (90) 

To obtain the contr ibution from the physical modes only, we now include the Faddeev-

Popov ghost term 

T r l " ( - / / J > = 7 - / T ^ T I ' , / ! » - /7|ln(y,-' + % | « - /7|(n + 1/2)) (91) 

which finally gives the physical contribution from the "stable' modes of the gauge 

fields 

r'Ai = " I " £ (jPrM- UTrjIB- /7|1"(/'2 + 2g\d-n\(„ + 1/2)J 
•IT n = 0 J (2 j r )* 

+Tvy\B • /7 | ln ( ; / 2 + 2jy|/5 • /7|(» + :i/2)) (92) 

We evaluate tins expression using the fact that the logarithm can be wri t ten in terms 
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of a zeta function via 

and 

JÉ?'""'*" 

where /i specifies the «'normalization scale energy. Also, for any d, we have 

thus the stable gauge contribution may l)e written 

r ^ = -^(^)- |-" /2^Tr(2 f l|fl./7|j 

x y J^L r'dU-'-V'Ud- l) e ' l-+'/J) + e-<(-+3/J)i 
^ o r («) •'o 

(93) 

(9-1) 

(95) 

(96) 

As is demonstrated in appendix C, these integrals are the integral representations of 

[lunvilz zeta functions. In order to regularise the above expression, it is necessary to 

treat the even and odd dimensional cases separately. Rewriting the above in terms 

of Hurwitz zeta functions gives 

r?M = -l(-i*r'-d>2±'h(2g\å-fi\ 
l+J/2-s 

/' 
2 <r(a-rf/2) 

I » 

x [(d - 1 K„(s - d/2,1/2) + 0,{s - d/2,3/2); 

i H . , -«^ U,w • «f-y-^m^+„0„, _ I.I,! 
(97) 

In the odd dimensional case, the function V{s — d/2) will be free of poles at s = 0, 

and, as there are no other poorly behaved terms at « = 0 except for the f(s) term, 
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we can immediately differentiate with respect to » and take the limit, giving the reg

ularised odd-dimensional Yang-Mills contribution obtained after using the formulae 

in Appendix (' to evaluate the llurwitz zeta functions at negative arguments. 
S i'i\\'+d/i *> -«' (-i) [' - £$f w - •>«• • *f (*£*) 

(98) 

where it only remains to relied the V function to positive argument. This is facilitated 

by I lie standard result (ofi, .57] 

(99) 

which gives us the final result for d odd 

'*--"- + ni+rf/2) r r I - T ^ ^ 
a uW'+W 

2</P( I + d/2) 
i i n ( ^ / 4 ) ( 2 ' ' / 2 - l ) u ( l + r f / - 2 ) (100) (27r ) '+ J /2 

When the sparet irne dimension is even, however, it can be seen that V(.i — d/'2) 

will have poles at .« = 0, hence the regularisation procedure is considerably more 

complicated. The details of this can be found in Appendix I), yielding the following 

two cases Id = 2m for notationa! convenience) 

' YM 
1 

V(m + 1) 
S\B-U\ -1 - i - ( m + 1) 

when m is even [d = •! mod 4), and 

1 ™ = fRTi)Tl v~m~) l,n v~ir-)-) ~ v{m+'• 
( _ I ) ( " . + D / 2 / f l i e - / 7 r m + 1 

+ { 2 l y ^ •'»' f2"" - l)C«(m+ 1)TV ( ^ — ^ 

I , , , , In2 C'('» + l) , (g\B-H\ 
- 7 + - - In 2 F + — - + \ ' + ln M ' 

m 1 — 2 m C ( m + 1 ) V /' 

(101) 

(102) 
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when in is odd ((/ = 2 mod I). 

In the .'! dimensional case, i.i. ti = 1, we recover tile resu't of Trottier |38] for the 

stable mode contribution in his«u(3) model without having had to deal explicitly with 

the divergent integral in equation (!)7). In [58], the entire unstable mode was discarded 

and the author claims that the procedure is supported by lat'ice calculations in four 

dimensions. It is known that the contribution from ihis mode plays an important 

role in securing asymptotic freedom in four dimensions[2l], thus it is important to 

actually evaluate the term which was dropped from equation (8!)). 

In the four dimensional case, we obtain the exact one-loop expression for the stable 

. ^ ^ T , , ^ . / / ! ^ ^ 

1 •\\-Ul\B-fl\? 7 - 7 + 1 (lo:i) 

where 7 is Killer's number. Applying this to .««(2) and approximating the above term 

in square brackets we see that, if we choose the normalization such that Trg| W- II\ = 

'IcII where < is the coupling constant and // the magnetic field in the notation of 

Savvidy and Nielsen [59, 21],then ivc obtain the result for the stable contribution: 

&«rWi) • 0.510 (101) 

When added to the real contribution which arises from the unstable mode, this gives 

the result quoted by Savvidy. Sec equation (110) for comparison. 
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8.2 Unstable Mode 

We now return to l.'ie 'unstable' mode. Krom equation () . it may be seen that the 

unstable mode yields the one loop contribution to the effective action. 

1 
•if = ~ j ^pj-J'ai'1 • / 7l'" (p2 - y\n • "I (105) 

It is clear that the previous procedure can not be utilized dilectly, as the minus 

sign in the logarithm results in an essential singularity in the integral representation 

of the zela function when p2 < —g\li- il\, in the i'h tenn in the trace. One can 

always choose an al ternat ive integral representation which avoids this problem, but 

the simplest procedure is to add a mass matr ix M' • I to the argument of the logari thm 

(where / is the unit matr ix) such that M£ • / — tj\H • JI\ is positive for all momenta . 

T h e above procedure can then be used, after which there is no obstruct ion to lett ing 

this mass vanish. We shall discuss the full massive Yang-Mills calculation later in the 

paper. Working through the above procedure, we obtain the following expression 

r | f = (.u)-'-"/--/, lll2d 2J(s-dt>), 
Y(s) H - a |/-*•//1 

l+rf /2-
(100) 

As with the stable mode contr ibut ion, t he differentiation can be performed imme

diately in odd dimensions, but. requires the removal of a 1' function pole in even 

dimensions. Regularising as before gives the following contr ibutions 

1 T . r = ( ± , ) ± ^ ^ r T r ^ l « - / / | 
T ( l + d / 2 •ITT 

1-H//2 

when d is odd, and 

1 
iT! r = ni+rf/2) 

Tr 
H\B • u \ \ w n

w (U\B• H\ 
. l / , ( , „ + l ) _ - _ | , l ( _ l ) 

(107) 

(108) 
/ ' ' / V -ITT 

when d is even. It may be seen tha t , in odd dimensions, the regularised contr ibution 

from the unstable mode is purely imaginary, whereas then ' is both a real contr ibut ion 
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and an imaginary one in even dimensions. Setting </ = 2 and applying to .su(2) with 

tin' same change of variables as before gives the expression 

i"""' '•(£) 1 - u r (109) 

which yields the imaginary part and logarithmic real part found in [21]. There is 

however an extra real contribution proportional to (eli)2 which is not mentioned by 

the authors. The real contributions from the unstable mode must therefore be added 

to the stable mode term iti even dimensions. In particular, the result for the entire 

real part of the Yang-Mill contribution in the su{2) four dimensional case is 

11 
1™ = 1^W 

The standard Savvidy result for >»(2) is 

11 ' - = T ^ ( < ' " ) 2 

\Sir2 

In —- - 0.79 
I'2 

' ell 1 
In — ; 

(110) 

(111) 

which is seen to have the correct coefficient to the logarithm, as predicted by renor-

malization group analysis. 

Having obtained the one loop Yang-Mills term, we now investigate its properties. 

We are interested in the location of its extrcma. The full Yang-Mills action requires 

the introduction of the tree level term 

FYU = \B.B (112) 

from which it can be seen that, in five or more dimensions d > '.i. the one loop term 

'dominates' over the tree level con'.ribution as the field strength increases. (The one 

loop fermion term has a similar dimensional dependence.) This, along with the pern-

liar infra-red problems already encountered, is yet another indication of the limited 

value of perturbation theory in this situation. What can be ascertained from the 
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above expressions is that, differentiating once, the zero field configuration is a sta

tionary point and, differentiating a second time, the one loop term does not contribute' 

to the curvature at 11 = 0 in more than -1 dimensions. Thus the zero background is a 

inimimum at one loop except when the number of sparet imp dimensions is less than 

five. Also, it is worth noting that the theory is not renormalizable for d > 1. 

In odd dimensions, differentiation shows the existence of a one loop maximum at a 

non-zero value of B, after which the potential tends monotonirally to —oo. (The fact 

that the one loop terms dominate to such an extent shows that the only meaningful 

information we can extract from it are in the small field regime. Kurt her remarks on 

this are to follow.) 

In even dimensions, the existence of the logarithm complicates the issue, but, as 

we are again limited to the weak field regime, this is of no real significance. The oidy 

thing which can be extracted in d > 5 dimensions is that the zero field configuration 

is a local minimum. 

In •! or -1 dimensions, however, things are considerably different. It is trivial to 

show that the zero background is again a stationary point, but the curvature of the 

potential tends to —oc as we approach B = 0 due to the presence of the logarithm 

when d = 2 and a term behaving as l / v 5 when d = \. In both cases, this can be 

interpreted as the usual infra-red failure of the loop expansion. The result is that the 

zero field configuration is a local maximum in these cases. (One might temporarily 

introduce a vanishingly small regulating mass term, in whose presence the curvature 

would be rendered negative but finite, thus leaving the nature of the B = 0 stationary 

point unaltered. The interpretation of B = 0 as a maximum in the massless case 

would therefore seem justified.) In both cases, there is a turning point (at a weak 

enough field strength for the one loop term to be reasonably accurate) which turns 
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out lo l><-a local mini r - i in i , heme conlirniini" the well ki iuun result- | - ' l . *>s] tli.it n.m 

-Mx'liaii gauge lields generate a u«MI zero magnet14' II.H kgroiiutl t tnilietit.il mti I In* i* 

Illuslrated in graphs I ami '2 for the relatively simple.-«('_') < » • . Me -h.ill ili-« n^- (lit-

sigullicancc of this later in I lie paper. 

8.3 Ferm ions 

We now proceed somewhat less laboriously with I lie calculat inn t*l the t«mt 1 it i i i l MHI 

from Dirac fennions. The one loop (tint ri lmtinn from massi fs feit i i i iui- 1* 

At' r,- |,,(-/;-' + ^ y ' , , . /.;;•, 1 n i l 

Here the Cartan sulialgehra matrices are taken in the ilesireil represent.il ion of the 

algebra. '("In* spin connection in this term measures the orientation til' the spin with 

respect to the magnetic held, and has eigenvalues ± | / i • / / | . giving 

r;.'.r= = ^ r E /^Tr t f|/?-/7|[iii( /,
2+-2ff|w-.7!('' + i))+i.i(/,-'+-.'./|/y-//|/ii| d i n 

which, as the n ~ 0 mode in (hi' second term is independeni of the magnetic li<'hl 

and can hence he dropped, may he written 

r,, f = •j'+'V-iAy £ r jpL^.^f). /7|i„(/l> + .jø. //,(,, f , ) ( (us, 

I'his may t hen he treated in exactly t he same manner as tlie corresponding Van»-Mills 

term to give 

Keflccting the zeta function gives 

r d_ .,, 2l'+rf/--l , r(N-, / /2) l ' ( l +,!/•>-,) 
'•' <7* ' ' l-lTT ) ' + ' ' / • • " '' | ' ( . s ) 

(no; 

( • I T ) 1 

x s i n ( ^ ( , / / 2 - . , ) / 2 ) 0 ( ( l + ' ' / 2 - . s ) T r (117) 
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where s lian been removed from the \d/'2 - a] exponent in ihe spinor dimension term. 

as we are interested in vanishing!)' small values of .«. As before, for odd dimensions, 

there is no obstruction to differentiating the above, hence giving the odd dimensional 

massless fer in ion contribution 

rf = 2 l ' - / « / V F — - 1 — 0 , ( 1 + rf/2)Tr ( £ l ^ l ) < , + d / 2 , (U8) 
cos(ira/4) \ 4ir' ) 

In even dimensions, the procedure outlined in appendix D can again be applied to 

give the d = 2m case, as before 

Vf = ( -1 )" ' / '2 '" + 1 jr/VK«(m + 1 )Tr ( ^ f ^ ) (119) 

for in even, and 

x In H ^ ' ^ W - n + !)-(•> + ln7r)Cn(m + 1) + Q'n(n, + M (120) 

for m odd. It is easy to check that the odd dimensional result (118) agrees with that 

obtained by Ho [35] when the fermions are taken to lie in the doublet representation 

of su{2). 

(We note here an error in the application of the flux quantisation condition used 

in rtference[35]. The flux number defined there actually takes half-integer values and 

not integer values as claimed. The error apparently arises from a subtlety in the 

application of the cocycle condition. This is discussed more carefully in section 10.) 

That the one loop term dominates over the tree level term in the effective action (in 

much the same way as in the Yang-Mills case) is another indication of the questionable 

significance of perturbation theory in higher dimensions. In the 3 and 4 dimensional 

cases, where we may be justified in trusting the one loop approximation in the weak 
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field limit, it ran be seen that the sign of the fermion term differ* from thai of the 

gauge term. The result is that, as fer in ions are added to the system, (lie condensate 

evaporates, i.e. the zero background reverts to being a minimum while the non-zero 

turning point becomes a local maximum. 

8.4 Massive Ferm ions 

I'or massive fermions. the potential becomes considerably more complicated. The 

effect of introducing a mass A/ is to replace equation (117) by 

-,[i+d/2] d is j _ \i+<V2-. 

'"> = i^7nN^k)r{s ~ d,2)Tr V9[h•'") C"(s - dl'L' + " ,_0 

( 1 2 1 ) 

where p is a diagonal matrix with elements defined by 

, , = - ^ (.22, 
2g\B-H\, 

(It should be noted that the existence of zero elements in B • II correspond to fields 

in that particular representation which do not couple to the magnetic field. In the 

Yang-Mills calculation, for example, the number of zero eigenvalues will be at least 

equal to the rank of the group, physically corresponding to the neutral gauge bosons 

which live in the Cartan subalgebra. The above definition of /< matrix elements is 

therefore only meaningful when the corresponding element of \D-fi\ is non-zero. The 

contribution from the fields which do not couple is ignored, as they correspond to a 

magnetic field independent constant term in the effective action and hence have no 

physical relevance.) In the massless case, we clearly had p = 0, and hence Cu reduced 

to (/j. The problem in reflecting the above zeta function (see Appendix C) lies in 

the fact that the reflection formula for Qi{s,v) is only applicable when v € (0, !]. 

We therefore use the recurrence relation (as we did in the Yang-Mills calculation) for 
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each tenn in the trace to give 

0/(." - <//2.1 +P.) = a»-d/2,p,-n.) 

5"-J,'""""-{w 
l . P. e % 

' :' . (i23) 
, otherwise 

After this, the remaining zeta function can be reflected in the normal manner. This 

extra complication makes the analysis for a general mass considerably more difficult 

than that for the inassless fields, and the simple dimensional dependence found by 

refcrencc[35] will not necessarily be preserved as the fermion mass increases, owing to 

the fact that the reflected zeta function on the RHS above will be swamped by terms 

accrued by use of the recurrence relation. 

Due to the complexity, sve shall simply illustrate the effect of increasing mass on 

the contributions of doublet ,SH(2) fermions in three and four dimensions in graphs 1 

and ">. All the information required for an application to general algebras and dimen

sions is contained above, should the reader wish to conduct an analysis corresponding 

to[35]. 

8.5 Massive Yang-Mills 

We shall now briefly consider the addition of masses to the Yang-Mills terms which 

couple to the magnetic field, allbeit in a rather ad hoc way. Our aim is to calculate 

a Yang-Mills operator which has no imaginary part. The inclusion of a sufficiently 

large mass satisfies this requirement. (See the discussion in section 9.) To this end 

it does not really matter what the mass is. We would like to compare the results of 

this procedure with those found by "dealing with" the unstable mode in the mode 

sum. Ambjørn and Olesen [PH f>!] have examined this phenomenon in the context of 

SU(2) x c'(l) electroweak theory, where the IV* masses are generated by the usual 
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lliggs mechanism. 

The same mas» M is given to every <|itanlnm Yang-Mills Held which roupli-s to 

the magnetic background. We have the following contribul ion to the effective action 

'"r'w = - T - £ flpTÅ''Tr9\ii • /7|ln (?' + M1 + 2g\U • #7|(» + 1/2)) 
•' "" . .—It •? [-ft ) 

+ Trg\f) • /7|ln (/i2 + Ml + 2</|/7 • /7|(» + :»/->)) 

+ Tr</|/5 • /7|ln (/>' + M* + 2g\S • /7|(» - 1/2)) 

- 2Trj/|B-y7|ln(;/ i + 2 9 | « - /7 | (H + l/2))J (12-1) 

This yields an expression in terms of zeta functions 

i-ft, = - iH* r ' - " * £ iv (a9|« • //|J ^ n * - d/2) 

[rfO/(.x - rf/2./, + 1/2) + (,-//(.« - rf/2,/. + :{/-') + 

G/(.< - <//2,/> - 1/2) - 2G/(* - d/2. 1/2)] (125) 
5 = 0 

The matrix /> is defined as in the above fermion calculation, but is now in the adjoint 

representation. If the discussion of the general massive fermion term was difficult, 

the corresponding analysis for Yang-Mills is considerably more so. The unstable 

contribution is contained in the third zeta function above, and for any term in the 

trace where the matrix element /),• < 1/2, we can use the recurrence relation on this 

particular term to yield 

0/(s - d/2,Pi - 1/2) = (;/(* - <l/2,Pi + 1/2) + (Pi ~ 1 /2) J / 2 - ' (126) 

where the zeta function can now be reflected, leaving behind the unstable mode 

contribution complete with its imaginary part. (This is effectively performing the 

separation in equation (89) for the masslcss case.) 

For the same reasons discussed previously for the massless case, the unstable 

contribution will be pure imaginary in odd dimensions, but will yield a real part in 
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even dimensions. As the mass is increased, however, I lie unstable mode contribution 

from such a term in tin- trace will tend to zero and then will become real and non-zero, 

and eventually we shall reach a critical mass where all imaginary contributions in the 

trace vanish. This is a confirmation of the infra-red nature of the instability, although 

the fact that we now have a mtical mass above which the ambiguity disappears shows 

that this is quite unlike the usual infra-red scenario, where any nonzero mass renders 

the low momentum contributions finite. 

As before, we shall not attempt to analyse the general behaviour of the effective 

action as a function of mass, but simply deal with our previous ,tu(2) example. Graphs 

1 and r> illustrate the effects on the 3 and 1 dimensional potentials as the mass of 

the gauge fields is increased through the critical value. The analytical expressions are 

given, for completeness, in Appendix K. 

8.6 Discussion 

The behaviour of the effective action for fundamental Sl'(2) fermions and Yang-

Mills is illustrated in graphs 1 to 5. (More details of these examples may be found 

in Appendix E.) It is seen from graphs 1 and 2 that the Yang-Mills term favours 

a condensate in three and four dimensions. In four dimensions (graph 3) the real 

contribution from the tachyon deepens the well of D for which a condensate may be 

sustained and its contribution is therefore a very important contribution. In graphs 4 

and 5, we compare the effect of dealing will the total real part of the effective action 

(discarding the imaginary part) with adding a critical mass to the quantum fields. 

The graphs show that the results are very close for these two cases, especially in three 

dimensions. We shall comment more on this in section 9. 

We would now like to point out an interesting feature of the foregoing results 
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which is special to the torus. The Abelian flux quantization condition g\H\l.\ii = 

'1T!.\',! implies that as we shrink the size of the torus to zero, the magnetic field rises 

monototiically to infinity, provided that A', / 0 (corresponding to no field). 

To obtain a condensate, the value of the magnetic field must lie inside a critical 

region 

0 < |B| < |«, r.,.„il (127) 

As LiLi —• 0, the field becomes large and must therefore fall outside the region for 

which there can be a stable minimum for non-zero B. At this point the magnetic 

field suddenly vanishes leaving a free theory in which the non-integrablc phases play 

a role. It is interesting to note that the. behaviour of the non-integrable phases with 

L\l.i is the opposite of that for B, so that on a small torus they are especially 

important. See for instance references [28, 25, 26, 27, 3)]. Thus we have found a kind 

of 'phase' transition from a state of non-zero B to a state of zero B, accompanied by 

a discontinuous change in 1'. This is a special feature of the rion-Abclian system. 

As we have frequently implied in this section, the problem of examining a gauge 

theory in a magnetic background is essentially non-perturbative. In the lower dimen

sional cases, one may be justified in taking only one loop results in the weak field 

regime, but this is certainly not the case in higher dimensions. 

In reference[35] it was found that the one loop fermion terms either have a max

imum at zero, with the action falling monotonically to — oo, or a minimum at zero, 

with the action rising to -foo. The first oi these cases is interpretetcd there as being 

indicative of the existence of a non-zero magnetic background, leading to a breaking 

of the gauge symmetry. This seems to be rather unclear - it is not obvious that higher 
2Non-Abelian: shrinking the torus implies tlial, a magnetic field with fixed Hux integer labels 

(no all zero) will rise nionolouically to infinity. 
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iuop terms will validate the conclusion, if indeed the loop expansion has any meaning 

in such an instance. In a Kaluza-Kleiu scenario the situation is worse since even the 

lowest non-zero magnetic fields wilJ be extremely large acid well beyond the domain 

of validity of the one loop approximation. 

9 Instabil i ty of the Background B-field 

In the non-Abelian theory, Yang-Mills fields give a non-zero contribution to the ef

fective action owing to the non-linear coupling between background gauge fields and 

quantum gauge fields. In our system with a uniform magnetic background field, the 

calculation of the functional determinant contains an ambiguity in general. The fact 

that the one-loop operator may be expressed in terms of non-commuting derivatives 

leads to the possibility of negative eigenvalues and therefore tachyonic excitations 

in the mode sum. This is an indication of a sickness in the theory. The negative 

eigenvalues arise from the functional determinant 

- Inde tC = -lndet[-D2S>J + (1 - —)D»D„ + 2igF?] (12S) 
2 2 o , 

which, in the Feynman gauge, leads to a term of the form 

^\nt{et(-D2 -2<jB) (129) 

where B = \B • i!\. The zero mode of this operator is ill-defined and results in a 

tachyonic contribution, often referred to as an 'instability' in the literature. 

^lndetO = ^ln det [p2 + 2gB{n + ^) ± 2gB + m2

Q] (130) 

This expression has supressed group indices. m% is a mass for the gauge field at the 

quantum level (we do not imply any mass in the classical field equations for A^). It 
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may bo seen that when n = 0, negative eigenvalues occur for lriq < gB, or m 3 < Lg' 

where £» is the magnetic length. This is an infra-red sickness: that is, it occurs for 

low momenta p*. Various arguments have been used •:. the literature to go further 

with this problem, many of which we do not consider to be entirely justifiable a priori. 

If the quantum fields are massive with rriq > gB, then the problem of an instability 

does not arise. Physically this might be understood as a break up of the system 

into magnetic domains of the order of the magnetic length, since the gauge fields 

become massive and the resulting short range excitations do not extend far beyond 

this length scale. This is perhaps equivalent to the Copenhagen interpretation (see 

below) and is the only real sense in which the offending term may be interpreted as 

an instability. One criticism of this picture is that massive gauge fields are associated 

with a breakdown of gauge invariance and therefore, to avoid the tachyon, would 

normally imply a complete breakdown of the gauge symmetry to {/(l) , o n*( c) 3 . For 

insufficiently large mg, negative eigenvalues are unavoidable. 

Another suggestion is to incorporate an additional self-dual electric field | E\ = \li\ 

in four dimensional Euclidean spacelime. This naively cures the instability, in Eu

clidean space, since there both li and B give rise to harmonically constrained systems, 

with Landau levels for the eigenvalues. This is an interesting idea but one which re

quires considerable care in handling (see also section (i). An arbitrary electric field 

in Minkowski spacetime clearly gives rise to uniformly accelerating charges, with 

unbounded energy ([tindler spacetime). Euelideanization turns this into closed har

monic orbits, which results in quantized Landau levels. (See also section 5 for a small 
3lf (hero are zero components of \[i- If\ (other than those due to the rank(c7) zero weights), these 

will correspond to quantum fields which may remain massloss and thus it is not general to say thai 

the symmetry must absolutely be broken to U(l)rankiGK However, it is extremely likely to be the 

case. 
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\E\ argument, not dependent on Buclideanization.) * This is clearly incorrect. It is 

not difficult to see that the problem lies in the Wick-rotation. Schwinger has shown 

that Wick rotation in the presence of a non-zero electric field involves bypassing a 

number of poles along the imaginary time axis, which lead to an imaginary part of 

the effective action if \E\ > \B\ and the energy density of the field is sufficient. The 

electric field problem has also been discussed carefully using canonical quantization 

techniques in reference (62, 63). 

That this scenario also results in an imaginary part is interesting in itself and one 

might ask whether there is any connection between the imaginary part arising from a 

B field and the imaginary part arising from \E\ > \B\. The physical interpretation of 

this imaginary part when \E\ > \B\ is seen from the definition of the effective action 

T as a vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude. 

(ozit\in) = e*r (131) 

Thus the probability that the system stays in the vacuum is not necessarily unity but 

\(out\in)\2 = c - 2 , , " r (132) 

The right hand side may be interpreted as the probability that the system does not 

remain in the vacuum, or that particle anti-particle pairs arc produced by the field. 

For a pair to be produced by a single quantum requires that the energy density of the 

field be twice the particle mass; other processes will be suppressed. This interpretation 

depends crucially on the ability of the field to do work on the pairs produced. The 

same argument may not be applied to the magnetic case, since a uniform magnetic 
4In higher dimensions (n > 4) the same effect [nay legitimately be achieved with rnuiticompement 

magnetic fields and without the need for Euclideanization. 
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imparts no energy to particle pairs. Thus the tachyon arising from the pure magnetic 

case cannot be connected with particle production. 

Without effectively breaking symmetries by applying masses to the gauge field, 

there is no immediate answer to the ill-defined mode. It is possible that, by analogy 

with Higgs theory, B = 0 is not the correct state about which to expand the effective 

action and that a more enlightened approach to the problem would yield a sensible 

result. The Copenhagen picture of this is that magnetic domains are formed, meaning 

that the magnetic field never acts over a scale of more than the order of the magnetic 

length. This would seem to be equivalent to giving masses to the gauge fields and 

would therefore involve some kind of long range symmetry breaking. Our comparison 

of the effective action for mq ^ 0 lends weight to this. More likely, perhaps, is that the 

problem of the imaginary part is really a non-perturbative one. We are performing the 

loop expansion in powers of magnetic lengths and momenta.. A simple semi-classical 

argument might be used to show that sensible information cannot be obtained from 

the tachyonir mode. In a Landau orbit of the order of the magnetic length, the 

uncertainty in momenta must be approximately the inverse of the magnetic length 

in our units. Use of the uncertainty relation therefore shows that the unstable mode 

(with nig = 0) strays into territory forbidden by the inequality when the momentum 

lies in the infrared region and thus it is likely that this reprcv>t..ts the failure of the 

loop expansion to probe the system at this scale. 

This leaves the question of what information might be obtained from the loop ex

pansion as presented. In three and four dimensions, reasonable behaviour can be ob

tained in the low B limit irrespective of the existence of the unstable mode. In higher 

dimensions, no such claim can be made. One author has advocated simply dropping 

the unstable mode in order to perform ca!cuiations[58j. Another has dropped the 
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entire Yang-Mills contribution[35]. We feel that dropping either of these in a dan

gerous procedure. Nielsen and Olesen have shown that the real part of these zero 

mode slays a major part in ensuring asymptotic freedom of Yang-Mills theory[21) in 

four dimensions. Trottier[58] has suggested that four dimensional lattice simulations 

support the view that the unstable mode can be ignored in three. We have shown 

here that there is no real contribution to the unstable mode in three dimensions, so 

this is okay. On the other hand, we point out that the real and imaginary parts there 

are terms of the same order of magnitude. In even dimensions, the imaginary part of 

the effective action can be made small for gB large compared to the renormalization 

scale, by simple power counting. More specifically, we have 

Re( i lnde tO) e „„ ~ \gB\"'2(0(\) + In \gB\) (133) 

R e ( ^ n d e t O ) 0 < u ~ | < / B | " / 2 (134) 

An estimate of the power dependence of the imaginary part of the effective action 

leads to 

lm ( i ln delOUtn/oJd ~ \aB\n'2 (135) 

One might define an angle, given by the argument of the complex effective action 

i | lm(r , ' l f ) l 

*=tM WWI (l36) 

When the angle is zero, the effective theory is well defined, when it approaches TT/2 

then the situation in at its worst. 
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10 Central Generators and Flux Quantisation 

10.1 Eigenvalues of \B • H\ on the torus 

Here we consider some subtleties of the flux quantization condition in the non-Abelian 

theory. We have two boundary conditions corresponding to translations around the 

two circles which define the torus. Performing a translation around one direction, 

say Li, followed by a translation around Li and then returning to the starting point 

by translating back along L\ first, and then along Li, a consistency condition is ob

tained for the boundary conditions (in bundle language, the 'cocycle condition'). This 

definition is translationally i'.variant. The condition requires that the flux passing 

perpendicularly through the torus be quantized in units of the flux quantum. 

This was first noted by 't Hooft [6] in the case of an SU(2) gauge theory, in which 

case the cocycle condition in the doublet representation is 

'M-1-2+/-2) U2(x,) = U2[x, + /.,) t / l ( . r 2 ) - - m (137) 

where U\ and l!i are the two translation operators and : m = ( — 1)"' is an element of 

the 7,i centre of SU(2).5 The integer in is known as the 't Hooft flux, and corresponds 

to a quantisation of the magnetic flux. On substituting the flux into the above 

equation, an expression is obtained which illustrates more clearly the restriction on 

the magnetic field for this example 

ey.\>(iyL\LiBa3) = exp(/7n?!o\)) (138) 

where B is the magnetic field. The Pauli matrix a3 is the diagonal generator of 

the doublet representation, and as this representation generates SU{2) rather than 

5See note following equation (140). 
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S'0(3), we have ; = — 1. This restricts the value of li lo be 

If we now insert this into the corresponding boundary conditions for a field in the 

adjoint representation, we Main 

exp(z'3JrmE3) = / (140) 

where S3 is the triplet diagonal generator, whose eigenvalues (weights) are twice that 

of the doublet, hence giving z = 1 the trivial centre of the SO(3) group which the 

triplet representation generates. 

A note about representations is in order. As the gauge fields transform in the 

adjoint representation of the algebra, and as the boundary conditions are specified 

by the exponentiation of the gauge fields, the cocycle condition should, strictly, be 

expressed in terms of adjoint representation matrices, for which one obtains the ex

pected commutativity condition 

u,"*'(*2 + £ a)UJ*'(*,) ( f T * ) " ' to) ( £ £ * ) " ' = /"*' (Mi) 

where !'"lj is the identity matrix in the adjoint representation. This expression deter

mines the eigenvalues of the magnetic field in the adjoint representation, since such 

fields will lie in the kernel of the exponential map. We may therefore obtain the 

eigenvalues in terms of any other representation. Alternatively, one may express the 

boundary condition in terms of an arbitrary representation (normally one wishes to 

have the matter field in a different representation) and transcribe the cocycle condi

tion above, accordingly. To do this, one should bear in mind that the covering group 

may have a non-trivial centre, and that, since the adjoint representation faithfully 

represents the covering group modulo its entire centre, the entire centre is already 
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represented by /"^ in the adjoint representation. In other representations, however, 

the centre may be represented non-trivially and so the co-cycle condition must be 

written 

U?(x2 + L2)U?(Xl) (U?)'1 (x7) (U?)~' = zR (142) 

where zR is any central element of the group. This new form is entirely equivalent to 

the original, only with several zR values (not only / " ) ensuring that no solutions of 

the original condition are missed. 

There is a sizeable body of work in which this has been extended to deal with a 

general SU(N) gauge theory on toroidal backgrounds, and in many cases, the gen

eralisation has been over simplistic. (Most of these references have dealt with T 4 

rather then T 2 , in which case there are 4 boundary conditions and hence 6 cocycle 

conditions analogous to (144). In an SU(2) theory on T4, this would give 6 't Hooft 

fluxes, which are conventionally grouped into a 4 X 4 anti-symmetric tensor called the 
;twist tensor'. We shall remain on T2 in the following, as our results can be applied 

to any toroidal space.) We shall briefly review the conventional flux-quantisation ar

gument for SU(2) before giving a general formulation applicable to any gauge group, 

along with a method for obtaining the eigenvalues of permissible magi.etic fields in 

any representation. As was seen above, the central generator of SU(2) in the doublet 

representation was simply 

: = i V d i a g ( l , - l ) (143) 

Similarly we can write a central generator in the fundamental (A' dimensional) rep

resentation of su(N) as 

- = r i ^ d i a g ( l , l 1,1 - A ' ) (144) 
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The implication for a general Abelian magnetic field on the torus is 

cxp(igBH) = zm (145) 

// = [HI,...,HN] being the Cartan subalgebra (CSA) generators, z being defined 

previously and m being the SU(N) analogue of the 'I Hooft flux. This condition 

implies that, whereas the magnetic field can have a general direction in the CSA 

in Euclidean/Minkowski space, it is limited so as to be proportional to the central 

generator on the torus. (Of course one can always effect a Weyl transformation to 

change this direction in the CSA, but B would still lie on a one dimensional lattice. 

In terms of the above equation, this would simply correspond to a re-ordering of the 

matrix elements of z.) 

This generalisation is inadequate. For example, we could define an alternative 

central generator for the fundamental of su(N) 

c' = ^ d i a g ( l , l l - A ' , 1 ) (146) 

which defines a second direction in the CSA. Our flux quantisation condition could 

then be written as 

cxp(igÉ • H) = zm z'm' (147) 

The RHS still lies in the centre of SU(N) and hence satisfies the cocycle condition, 

but we now have two flux numbers, illustrating that the magnetic field now lies on a 

two dimensional lattice in the CSA. In general, if the group in question has rank R, 

then we can choose R linearly independent generators which exponentiate to central 

elements of the group, and hence the magnetic field will lie on an fi-dimt nsional 

lattice whose sites will be labelled by R fluxes. For the SU(N) example above, a 

toroidal magnetic field will be specified by Â  — 1 flux integers, as was pointed out by 
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van Baal (64]. Reference |64]'s choice of fluxes for su(N) are not integers and so it 

docs not give a complete classification of toroidal 0-fields. This will be discussed in 

detail, later in this section. 

All that remains is to find a consistent procedure for obtaining these generators for 

any algebra which, as will be shown below, can simply be obtained from a knowledge 

of the Cartan matrix of the algebra and the weights of the representation in question. 

For the SV[N) case, this will yield a different set of generators than those found by 

van Baal, but this will simply correspond to an alternative but entirely equivalent set 

of integer flux numbers. 

We first begin with a few basic definitions. (Note: as is almost inevitable, there 

are different conventions for the definitions of the Cartan matrix and hence of any 

dependent quantity. In the following, our notation will be compatible with that of 

Cornwell[65]. It should be noted that this definition of the Cartan matrix is the 

transpose of that in some of the more popular physics literature such as Slansky 

[66].) 

The simple roots aj,j = 1, ...,Ra.re a maximal set of linearly independent positive 

roots, and as such provide a basis for the root lattice. Information on the relative 

lengths and the angles between the simple roots is contained in the Carlan matrix 

Aij = ^ $ - (148) 
a; • a,-

The weight lattice consists of a set of copies of the root lattice, each copy being labelled 

by what is known as a congruency class index. The weight lattice modulo the root 

lattice is equal to the order of the group centre, and representations whose weights 

lie on the same copy of the root lattice will exponentiate to give representations if 

the same group. (For example, the one dimensional weight lattice of A\ (compact 

real form su(2))consists of the root lattice (integers) and one extra copy (half odd 
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integers). The group generated by su(2) weights on the root lattice is 50(3) , whereas 

tlie other weights generate >T'("2).) The weights which form a basis for the entire 

weight lattice are known as the fundamental weights, and are defined by the relation 

a, • a, 

i.e. each fundamental weight is orthogonal to all bar one of the simple roots. Any 

weight can therefore be expressed as an integer combination of fundamental weights, 

and such integer coordinates are known as the Dynkin labels of the weight. From the 

definitions above, it can be seen that the Dynkin labels of the i'h simple root are just 

the elements in the i'h row of the Cartan matrix. All that remains is to define the 

inner product in terms if the Dynkin labels. As weight space is Euclidean, the inner 

product above is just the usual dot product of two Euclidean vectors. If we wish lo 

write the inner products in terms of the Dynkin labels, then the situation is more 

complicated. It should first be noted that the above definition of the fundamental 

weights can be inverted lo express the fundamental weights in terms of the simple 

roots, i.t. 

A.- = £(.4- ,) J-,-<? J- (150) 
i 

and so we can write the inner product between two weights with Dynkiti labels n as 

\ • fi = ^rc;Si"Av • Aj 

i J 

i.j.k 
" i.J 

= E » i G u " i (151) 
•J 

where G is a metric tensor. To be strict, we should define a dual to the algebra, where 

the dual lattices are spanned by the the simple co-roots, as the magnetic field vector 
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B Uvea on the dual lattice. The simple co-roots can be defined as 

and the fundamental co-weights 

such that 

a: = 2^r (152) 
or, • ati 

Af = 2 ^ r (153) 
Cr; • O , 

Si-Sj^An (154) 

and 

(155) 

Now, in order to find the directions in the dual space which correspond to central 

generators we note that, by Schur's Lemma, the central elements in a matrix repre

sentation of the group are multiples of the group identity. Combined with the fact 

that the weights in any given representation differ only by simple roots (as they live 

on a copy of the root lattice), then we see that the central directions c'<\ the dual 

space must satisfy the condition 

exp(c-oj) = l. V?" (156) 

When combined with our knowledge of the properties of the fundamental co-weights, 

we see a basis for the central directions in the dual space is provided simply by 

multiplying the fundamental co-weights by 2ni. This then allows us to determine 

the centre of the group obtained by exponentiating a general representation ol the 

algebra. For example, if we take the central direction c = 27n'A;, then the matrix 

element in the central generator corresponding to a weight A with Dynkin labels n, 
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would be 

2xi\c • A = ——- V* 6tJGjknk 

= toriE(A-%n, (157) 
j 

i.e. can be obtained simply by a knowledge of the Dynkin labels and the inverse of the 

Cartan matrix. The R central direction basis vectors in the dual algebra are therefore 

just the R rows of the inverted Cartan matrix, with the R columns giving their inner 

products with the fundamental weights. It is not necessarily the case, however, that 

each central direction will yield generators of the entire covering group centre. Those 

which do, however, can provide a definition of congruency class index, which can then 

be used to determine the particular groups generated by each copy of the root lattice 

contained in the weight lattice. 

At this point, we shall give an example. A simple case demonstrating these non-

trivial features is provided by .'I3, whose compact real form is .su(4). The inverse of 

the Cart.an mat rix is r2 [\ 
A~' = l- 2 4 2 (158) 

\ 1 2 3 / 
from which we see that the central directions in the dual weight space are 

c = £(3.2,1) 
•xi 

c, = - ( 2 , 4 , 2 ) 

c 3 = y ( l , 2 , 3 ) (159) 

As the covering group SU{'[) has centre Z.t, then we see that the elements of both 

C! and c3 exponentiate to Z.\ whereas the elements of c-i merely exponentiate to a Z 2 

subgroup. We can therefore use either ct or C3 to provide a congruency class label, i.e. 
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a representation containing .1 weight A with Dynkin labels n, will generate a group 

whose centre is given by powers of the element 

.- = e x p O i £ c3

J n,)-I = expCiTT, £ j n,)-l (160) 
1 1 

i.e. weights with the same value of Yl} j "j 'nod 4 lie on the sail»- copy of the root 

lattice and generate the same group. As the three fundamental weights eacl. lie on 

a different copy of the root lattice, we can determine the groups generated by each 

sublattice 

A, = (1,0,0) =>i = e x p ( ^ ) - / =>SU{4) 

A2 = ( 0 , 1,0) => z = exp(ni) • I => SU{4)/Z2 

A3 = (0,0,1) =>2 = cxp(2f ) • / =>5t/(4) (161) 

with representations on the root lattice being in the adjoint class and generating 

SU(4)/Z<. 

Returning to the problem of identifying the central generators which span the 

CSA, if we take the 4 dimensional representation, consisting of the weights 

A, = (1,9,0) 

A 2 = (-1,1,0) 

A3 = ( 0 , - 1 , 1 ) 

A 4 = (0 ,0 , -1) (1G2) 

then the three central generators which should be put into the cocycle condition arc 

simply 

/A , 0 0 0 \ 

0 A2 0 0 

0 0 A3 0 
\ 0 0 0 XJ 
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that is 

^3 0 0 0 \ 

0 - 1 0 0 

0 0 - 1 0 

\ 0 0 0 - 1 / 

•> 

ltt 

/ l 0 0 0 \ 

iri 0 1 0 0 

T 0 0 1 0 

^0 0 0 - 3 ; 

(164) 

/ 2 0 0 0 \ 

0 2 0 0 

0 0 - 2 0 

\ 0 0 0 - 2 / 

whore it ran be seen that the third one is the conventional choice of central generator 

which would be associated with the 't Hooft flux. It should be noted however, that 

there are 2 other fluxes in this case which are needed to fully specify a constant 

Abelianized magnetic field on the torus. The eigenvalues of the B field with fluxes 

(mi.m2,m3) in the 4 dimensional representation of su(4) are therefore 

iyL, L2B • //.i*,! = — diag (Sm, + 2m2 + m3, —mi + '2m2 + m3, 

— mi - 2m 2 + m 3 , -ni\ — 2m2 - 'im3) (165) 

For a field specified by a particular choice of flux integers, the eigenvalues of ll.II in 

any representation can be found simplv by replacing the 1 dimensional weights above 

by the weights of the. relevant representation, hence we are able to deal with fields in 

any representation of .<«(!). For example, the eigenvalues of this same B field in the 

b' dimensional representation are 

\<lL\LiB • //,iX(i = Tri diag ( m., + 2m2 + m3, m, + ni3. - m , + m3, 

m> — 7»3, — 7nj — m3, —lit] - '?.7J>2 — m3) (166) 

which, as explained earlier, is an element of the Z2 centre of $V(\)/'/j2. 

Performing any VV'eyl reflection now just corresponds to an automorphism of this 

lattice, and will simplv permute the above matrix elements in the same manner for 

each matrix. (Permuting elements of just one of the above, matrices will simply give an 

alternative choice of basis. Any such matrix can be written as an integer combination 
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of the above choice of basis matrices. In terms of fluxes, this just corresponds to a 

relabelling of lattice sites.) A more familiar example to physicists is su(3), where the 

usual generalisation of the 't Ilooft quantisation condition in the triplet representation 

gives the incorrect 

igL,L2B- /73x3 = — d i a g ( m , m , - 2 m ) (167) 

e.g. [64], instead of the correct result 

igl\lnB • Ihxs = ^ d i a g t m , + 2 m 2 , m 1 - m 2 , - 2 m , - m 2 ) (168) 

where the magnetic field is not constrained to be proportional to A8 in the Gell-Mann 

basis. 

If, in this su('i) example, we define the two new variables p and q by 

p = mi + m 2 / 2 

q = m2j'l (169) 

then, in terms of the usual Gell-Mann matrices \ 3 and As, p measures the flux along 

A8 and q along A3, i.e. 

- - ixi 
ighiL-iH- //.-i,,3 = - r - ; > 1 

V 

+ 'Ixiq 

-I) 

-1 (170) 

0 / 

Th ;s is (lie choice made in [6-1], where p and q are claimed to be integers. This is 

not, in fact, the case, as may be seen from the above definition in terms of the true 

integers m, and ?7i2. ;) and q can both be half-integral. For example: p = j,<7 = | 

results in 
(2 

- - 2iri 
'gLiLiB • fhX3 = — p - I 

\ 

1/ 

(171) 
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which generated an element of the su(3) centre. Thus, the procedure of reference [64] 

does not yield all permissible configurations. The prescription given here applies to 

all toroidal magnetic fields lying in the Cartan subalgebra of any Lie algebra. (More 

relevant information can be found in the appendices of Cornwell's book [65].) 

10.2 Tree level contribution on the torus 

We now wish to obtain an expression for the tree level Yang-Mills contribution, in 

terms of the quantised magnetic field. As the tree level term is given by 

rf = ^B-B (172) 

and we already have an expression for B in the basis dual to the Dynkin basis, 

expressed in terms of the inverse Cartan matrix and the flux numbers 

ig^i 1-2^2 B'Gij = Y*m& 
' J 

j 

where B' is the (''" component of B in the dual Dynkin basis. We can therefore write 

B-B = Y.BiGljBi (171) 
'•J 

w he rr 

9 '-1/-2 k 

=:• BJ = , " , >HjSj • a j (17.5) 

where the simple roots have the Caftan-Weyl normalisation, i.e are such that I^G,,,^) 

= 1 (and not the more common normalisation used in discussions of Dynkin diagrams, 

where the length of the longest root is set to v2)- It is therefore a matter of simple 
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algebra to obtain a final expression for the tree level contribution in terms of the flux 

integers 

r? = 1-BB 
2?r \ 2 

— — E - " ^ " ' ) . i ™ « • Sj (176) 

On comparison with Ho's work on SU(2) [67], it would appear that there is a factor 

of 8 discrepancy between our calculations of the tree level contribution. It should be 

remembered, however, that the flux number defined by Ho is really a half-integer. 

Also a factor of | has been dropped in reference [67] whilst evaluating the tree level 

term. 

Finally we note that for certain choices of flux numbers, there can be zero eigenval

ues of B • II, which correspond physically to fields which decouple from the magnetic 

field, a phenomenon which has already been noted earlier in the paper for Minkowski 

space. For example, if mi = m-j in the above equation for su('.i) then one of the fields 

in the triplet doesn't 'see' the field. With the naive generalisation of the 't Hooft 

quantization, such fields would not have occurred in sw(3). 

11 Non-Abelian Chern-Simons Theory 

Since radiative corrections to impaired, massive fermions in three dimensions always 

give rise to a Ohcrn-Simoiis term when the magnetic field is non-zero, it is important 

to know the behaviour of Chern-Simons theories to obtain the true vacuum. The 

non-Abelian Chern-Simons vacuum has been studied in connection with dynamical 

symmetry breaking in the absence of magnetic fields in [30, 32]. The usual effect of 

the Chern-Simons term in Yang-Mills theory is to render the excitations massive 

-
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in a gauge invariant way. Gauge invariancc of the quantum theory requires the 

renormalized coefficient ke to be quantized. Witten has demonstrated the utility 

of the Clieni-Simotts eta invariant for investigating knot theory on three dimensional 

manifolds[68]. In all of these investigations, the non-Abelian Chern-Simons term has 

been expanded about a flat connection. Here we wish to make some remarks about 

the effect of the Chern-Simons interaction in the presence of non-zero magnetic fields. 

The non-Abelian Chern-Simons term may be written 

5 « = ^TTTT-s t "" A T r idv* MIA^A + \gA„A.Ax). (177) 
'l-lK'-'adj) J •> 

When added to a Yang-Mills term in the presence of a non-zero magnetic field 

[D[,D 2] = /?, the Euclidean one-loop differential operator becomes 

0= \-D28',: + (l-~)D''Du+ilcS

2t''l/

xD>.±2iF^} (178) 

If wo choose our standard ansatz for the vector potential Afl from equation (14), the 

result is gauge dependent, and highly non-trivial. There is no simple factorization 

of the resulting operator. Referring back to equation (59), it may be seen that this 

problem arise.-, because the ansatz for the background field is not a solution of classical 

field equations, unless there is a non-zero matter background. The makes the effective 

action non-c:ovariant[(i9]. Bamba.li and Mukku claim to have computed the effective 

action to one loop order for a general background field[70]. They apparently find no 

difficulties and to this end we do not understand their result. However it is worth 

pointing out that their computation is performed in the Landau gauge (rv, = 1) and 

thus no gauge fixing dependence would be apparent, even if it were possible to evaluate 

the operator. The non-Abelian effective action in Chern-Simons theory is an involved 

6 i .e . That which includes the erTecl of radiative corrections. 
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problem and to simplify our remarks we shall consider only pure Chern-Simons theory 

(without a Yang-Mills term). Thus we therefore have an operator 

V=\- —/)"£>„ + ifit^Dx] (179) 
1 Ctg ' 

where fi = kg2. Taking the trace over vector indices and defining carefully the 

functional measure [29], it is easily shown that the effective action is given by 

i T r l n : P - T r l n ( - D 2 ) (180) 

where 

T r i n ? = T r i n [ 4 ( £ o ) + l'\(D2)2 - 202) + i)ia30Do + —/?(£>? + D\)) (181) a, ctg 

where the first term comes from the pure Chern-Simons action plus gauge-fixing term 

and the latter represents the ghost contribution. Letting /? —> 0 we obtain the usual 

result for flat spacetime: a non-dynamical theory in which the ghost fields cancel all 

of the degrees of freedom from the Chern-Simons operator. For /? ^ 0, the result is 

more complex and, in this naive calculation, explicitly gauge dependent. The solution 

to the gauge dependence is to calculate the VilKovisky-DeWitt effective action, which 

includes a geometrical connection on the space of fields. It is not clear a priori what 

the effect of this connection will be, but we wish to point out an interesting feature 

of a naive approach here. Retaining only ag independent terms, one obtains 

^Tr lnP = ^h-\n(ii2(-D2 - J20)(-D2 + J2>))) (182) 

which bears a surprising resemblance to Yang-Mills theory, minus one degree of free

dom. The fact that the terms depend of the background magentic field gives the 

appearence of a dynamical result. This is extremely interesting and would have 

important consequences in field theory, if this simple (clearly incorrect) approach 
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produced the correct result. Clearly it is important to calculate the result using the 

more reliable formalism which includes the Vilkovisky connection. Since this is an 

involved matter, we leave our remarks here only as a comment and address these 

issues in a separate paper[7I]. 

12 Conclusions 

We have shown that a system dressed in a uniform magnetic field can not depend on 

the non-integrable phases of the torus, although a system of anyons, or singular flux 

tubes, can have a particle spectrum which depends on these non-integrable phases. 

In the Abelian theory, a uniform magnetic field is not dynamically favourable in 

the vacuum. The effective action has its minimum at B = 0. 

in a non-Abclian theory, a non-zero fermion condensate can arise, giving rise to 

an energy minimum at \B\ > 0. This corresponds to the spontaneous generation 

of a weak magnetic field for critical values of the torus length. This field may give 

rise to dynamical symmetry breaking. This condensate is obtained in three and four 

dimensions only. We also note that, in general, a careful treatment of the 'unstable 

mode' is required to obtain the condensate in four dimensions. In three dimensions 

there is no extra real contribution to the effective action from the unstable mode. 

In the text we discuss the non-Abclian flux quantization condition at length and 

point out a new class of flux numbers which have not previously been discussed in 

the literature. 

We have compared the procedure of dealing carefully with the total real part of 

the effective action (including the contribution from the unstable mode) with that 

of adding a mass to the Yang-Mills term at the quantum level. It is found that the 
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results are very close in our SU[2) example, in three and four dimensions, and thus 

calculations involving the unstable mode are at least partially justifiable. 

In the non-Abelian theory a 'phase transition' may occur from a state of constant 

magnetic field B to a state in which B — 0 and the non-integrable phases on the 

torus are important, as the area of the torus is shrunken to zero. Owing to the flux 

quantization condition, the magnetic field must rise as the torus shrinks, meaning 

that eventually the field will fall outside the range of B for which an energy minimum 

is obtained. At this point we conjecture that the non-integrable phases take over. 

Their behaviour is the converse with the size of the torus i.e. they become more 

important as the torus shrinks. 

Finally, we note that non-Abelian Chern-Simons vacuum is non-trivial and gauge 

dependent using the standard prescription for finding the. effective action. A proper 

treatment may lead to interesting dynamics. We shall pursue these issue'-, further in 

future work. 

Appendices 

A F(iV — 0 background fields. 

[fere we would like to show that, if Abelian FIU, = 0 it is possible to gauge (he vector 

potential to a constant. In the non-Abclian case, there is an infinity of solutions for 

which the vector potential is not a constant, owing to th" .on-linearity field strength 

tensor. Linearized solutions correspond to a constant matrix which lies in the cartan 

subalgebra of Lie algebra in question. We shall i•-"••fiict the proof to three dimensions 

for the sake of simplicity. 
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Consider first the Abelian part of the field strength tensor. We have three com

ponents of /••„„ which must independently vanish. 

Fol=0 

/•O 2 = 0 (183) 

The first of these is satisfied, for example, if 

dlA2ixl,x1,t) = d2Al(x1,xi,t) (184) 

This is solved by setting both sides equal to an abitrary function of x. Thus repeating 

the procedure for all three equations one obtains 

d\A2 = c,{x) 

d2-4i = c,(x) 

d0A2 = c2(x) 

d-iAa = c2(x) 

d0As = c3(x) 

< M 0 = c3[x) (185) 

where Ci ...C3 a'c arbitrary functions of the coordinates. These equations may be 

solved to show that 

A0 = c2(x)dx2 + I c3(x)rU, + a0 

.4, = / c1(x)dx2 + / c3(x)dt + at 

A2 = c,(x)dxi + c2(x)dt + a2 (186) 

where do • • • 02 are constants, / is the indefinite integral, or anti-derivative. Substi

tuting these results back into ,F„„ = 0 gives a set of restrictions on Cj .. . c 3 , provided 
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wc restrict the c's to be analytic functions. 

&\Ci - <hcz = 0 

diC3 - doCt = 0 

dtcs-doct = 0 (187) 

which may be solved to determine the funtional form of the c's 

ct = j d(x)dt + a(xi,x2) 

C2 = J d{x)dli + 0(x2J) 

c3 = J d(x)dx2 + j(xut) (188) 

where d(x) is an arbitrary analytic function of all the coordinates and a, 0 and 

7 are functions of the stated coordinates only. Let us now try to gauge away the 

various parts of A,,; we shall consider them separately for clarity. Consider the parts 

dependent on d(x) first. Take 

Ai=2fdx2dtd(x) (189) 

A gauge transformation which gauges this to zero is 

A„ -> A» - <9„n (190) 

where 

n = 2 I dxidx2dtd(x) (191) 

It is easily checked that the same transformation simulaneously sets all the d(x) 

dependent parts of A„ to zero, thus we are left with the a, 0 and 7 parts, or 

A0 = / c2(x2,t)dx2 + c 3(xi, t)dxx + a0 

Ai = I Ci(xux2)dx2 + I c3(x],t)dt + «1 

A2 = c1{x1,x2)dxl+ c2(x2,t)dt + a2 (192) 
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We may now gauge A„ —• au with the transformation 

A = /d I i df;c , (x , ,x J ) + J <Uxdtc3{rt,t) + Jdiidtci(rt,l) (193) 

Thus the only part remaining is the constant term a„. Whether or not it is 

possible to consislently gauge this to zero, depends upon the de Rharii cohmology of 

the spacetime. 

The non-Abelian result may be tackled in the same way, but now each example 

depends both on the dimension of spacetime (the number of independent components 

in F^„ and the number of independent generators in the gauge group). The simplest 

solution occurs when the Abelian and non-Abelian parts of the field strength tensor 

vanish separately. 

/ > = i)„A„ - dvA„ + glA,., A,) = 0 (194) 

Then, from the foregoing Abelian discussion, it is clear that the first part of FlkU can 

be made to vanish by means of a gauge rotation. This means that the non-linear term 

can be represented by constant A,,. Thus in order for the commutator to vanish, Al£ 

can only be a linear combination of generators which lie in the Carl.an subalgebra. 

(This is necessary for gauge invariance of the system: it is true that in non-toroidal 

direction of space time it is possible to gauge constant AIL to zero but it must also 

be possible to reverse such a gauge transformation.) This fixes the requirement that 

-4,, should lie in the Cartan subalgebra. 

The above is true for su(2) on the 2-lorus, for example, but is not necessarily 

general. If one considers a 3-torus, then it is no longer true. Then a simple counter 

examples may be found, even for su(2), by solving the constraint equations for the 

vector potential directly. Equations (183) then conceal linearly independent contri-
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butions, of the form: 

F?3 = d^Al - <hA\ + gf^'A^ = 0 (195) 

where upper indices label generators of the algebra -'"id lower indices label spacetime 

components of the field strength. After some laborious algebra, following a generaliza

tion of the previous method, it may be shown that, subject to some relation between 

the components of /1°, there is an infinity of self-consistent solutions for which such 

components need not be constants. Thus we emphasize that the generality of choos

ing the gauge field to lie in the Cartan sub-algebra depends both on the number of 

toroidal dimensions (non-zero components of A^), and the dimension of the algebra. 

We decline to seek a general proof. 

A. l Ftw =const 

Here we make a related note about the solutions to the equation F„„ = 0 in the non-

Abelian case. In references [37, 3Sj a solution is presented for SU('2) which makes the 

following argument. We wish to solve 

/•'„, = 0hA„ - 3„.4„ + g\A„ .4,,] (196) 

If c /̂l,,—OiyAp is constant, then Afl = A„(x) and so the commutator must vanish. This 

might imply that .<!„ can only he an Abelianized linear combination of the commuting 

generators of the C'artan sub-algebra, however this is not necessarily the only solution. 

There may still be generators which do not belong to the Cartan subalgebra which 

can be made to satisfy the requirements of a vanishing commutator. Thus there may 

also be other non-Abelianized solutions. We shall assume an Abelianized combination 

F„„ = F„„ • / / of the Cartan sub-algebra generators as an ansalz. 
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B Landau Levels in a Symmetric Gauge 

To find the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of D1 on the torus, we work in a symmetric 

gauge and follow the approach of Ho[67). Consider the operator 

*H - <£+*¥+ t m ) 2 - ̂  - ^ + W J - (197) 

Defining u< = y/gBxi and 2&, = iiÆa,-, we obtain the form 

°r=>B{ - < i + « T + 2h^ - < £ - ' ? + M " (198) 

This operator may be expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators 

Dl = gB{c+,c-} (199) 

where 

ci.=iy/2[^-^z' + k') (200) 

c. = i.V2(-^- + \z + lc) (201) 
dz" 4 

and 

[c_,c +] = l (202) 

Note that the absence of k and fc" from the commutator implies that, unless the 

constant part of the gauge potential contributes to the lowest Landau level eigenvalue, 

it will not contribute to any of them. The ground state eigenfunction 4>o is defined 

by its annihilation by c_$ 0 = 0, hence 

*o = fWe-iM2-1"' (203) 

where f(z) is an analytic function of z only. This function contains information about 

the boundary conditions on the eigenfunctions. The expression obtained for $ 0 is an 
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explicit function of the constant gauge potentials; nevertheless, the eigenvalues are 

independent of them. It is straightforward to show that 

- £>£*„ = £„*„ (204) 

where n = 0,1,2 . . . and 

£ n = 2gB(n + l-) (205) 

For the purpose of finding f(z) in a symmetric gauge, it is convenient to perform a 

non-local gauge transformation which serves as an integrating factor setting the full 

vector potential to zero and making the eigenfunctions periodic in both directions on 

the torus. 

- D2

T<S>a -» -0H'0 = ~^7P< ( 2 0 6 ) 

where 

*o = / (* ){ - \zz' - kz' + -A(z0z' - z'0z) + [kz' + * '*)} (207) 

Here it is implied that one evaluates at r 0 - t J to remove the non-locality once 

the operator has acted. Now we may impose periodic boundary conditions for 4>' 

to obtain Ho's result (and Laughlin's in the Ly = L2 = L limit), or following the 

discussion above, allow a general change of phase in the toroidal boundary conditions 

k, k'. 

J(z + L,) = e J ' i + H » - ' ' 1 ' / ! : ) (208) 

f(z + iL2) = eW-i1»*-"''-*/^) (209) 

These constraint equations may be solved, by application of the flux quantization 

condition, to find 

/ (*) = ^ £ * e i f i , ( B + i * , t , > (210) 
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where c n are constants which satisfy the recursion relation 

expj - -JJ(N2, + 2N.{n + ik'Lt - ^ J ) k = c «+". ( 2 H ) 

Clearly there are N, independent solutions, corresponding to N, arbitrary values of 

cm. On setting k and k' to zero, we recover the usual results 

e - l 1 3 - * » W t . C i i = C B + W j ( 2 1 2 ) 

which is solved by[8J 

cn = e ' ^ (213) 

(Note the misprints in equations (3.13) and (3.14) of [8]). Labelling the N, indepen

dent solutions by n = (Nsm. + /), where / = 0 . . . Ns — 1, we obtain 

/,(*) = e^ £ e - ^ ( w - + " ' e ^ W » ^ (214) 
Til 

Use of the flux condition gives Ho's form. It is now straightforward to find the 

boundary conditions satisfied by the ground state eigenfunction 

*o(«i + /.i,"2) = £J I "° 3 " 2 f c l / "*o(«i ,«2) (215) 

*o(«i, «2 + L2) = e -2 t "" - " 2 / "*o(u I ,U2) (216) 

Once again the boundary condition is u dependent, but fulfills the requirement 

*o(ui + LUL2) = ez"iaS>a(Luu2 + L2) (217) 

An explicit gauge transformation which transforms from the asymmetric (15) to 

the symmetric gauge (14) is given by 

A(i) = -^ f l i i a - j (218) 
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C Generalised Hurwitz Zeta Functions 

In tins appendix, we review some of the properties of the Hurwitz zeta function which 

appears regularly in our examination of the effective actions. (Further properties can 

be found in standard references [56, 57].) The Hurwitz zeta function is defined as 

<«(«.") = £ ( » + " ) " ' , Re(s) >(),</£ E - + {0} (219) 

n=0 

and satisfies a useful recurrence relation 

m - l 

E( 
n=0 

An integral representation can be obtained from the gamma function representation 

CH(s,m + v) = Cff(*,!/)- £ ( « + ")"* > m € K + < 2 2 °) 

/ • C O 

r(z) = kz dtt'-'ie-ki , R e ( ^ ) > 0 , Re(jfe)>0 (221) 
Jo 

1 /-co js-ig-ue 
= T T T / d t l =T • R e ( ^ ) > l - R e ( c ) > 0 (222) 

l(s) Jo 1 — e ' 

This representation allows us to analytically continue the function to arguments s 

with negative real parts and thus give a zeta function which is wc-ll defined over the 

entire complex plane apart from a simple pole al s = 1. This derivation is given in 

detail in [56], the result being 

C«(-^) = g j g ^ £ r i n ( 2 ^ 7 " / 2 ) • Ke(„>0 , »<„<. ,223) 

For any zeta function with v outside this range, the recurrence relation (223) can be 

used to obtain a zeta function which can be reflected directly. For many of the cases 

of interest in this paper, we can re-express the Ilurwitz zeta function in terms of the 
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more familiar Riemann zeta function. The Riemann zeta can of course be obtained 

as a special case of the Hurwitz zeta 

Cn(*) = C»(*.l) (224) 

One may also write 0/(.s, 1/91 in terms of (R 

C H K 1 / 2 ) = ( 2 , - 1 ) C B W VS (225) 

This can easily be derived from the series expansion of C,n when Re(s) > 0. The 

reflection formula for the Hurwitz zeta in such cases then reduces to the well-known 

formula for the Riemann zeta 

2T(1 - s)0?(l - s ) s in (W2) = T1-'(T(S) (226) 

D Regularisation in Even Dimensions 

As determined in section S.l and Appendix C, the one loop term for the stable Yang-

Mills modes is given by 

r& = -~Tr {*g\B • H\j ' ^ V y (4*)--'/» 

x [(d - 1 K„(s - rf/2,1/2) + 0/(* - rf/2,3/2)] 

. _ - T r ( 2 9 | B - . , l ) ' " " - > n ^ , t t r , - , , 
r i 

X (227) 

As the r function has poles at even integer values, the even d case involves some 

subtlety. As we arc interested in the behaviour oi the above expression near 3 = 0, 

we shall expand the various contributions around this value in order to ascertain the 



finite contribution as we let s —> 0. For clarity, we shall also set d = 2m. To achieve 

this, we shall need the following results [57, 72] 

T(s — m) = ( -1 )" 
r (m + l) 

fl 
- + 4>(m + \) + 0{t) 

where i(> is the digamma function, defined by [57] 

4>(z) =-lnr(z) 

(228) 

(229) 

The l /s term is responsible for the divergence in the £ —» 0 limit, so in order to 

determine the finite contribution, we have to expand the remaining terms in (227) 

to first order in s. We may also at this stage reflect the zeta functions to positive 

arguments. This gives us 

MB- /7ir+ i- s 
d_ 

dsT[ 
^2a (-!)'" / ! + 0(m + l) + O(s) 

(4?r)" 

A(m 
- ( 2 > r ) m + , : . , n ' » + l - ")ån{ir(7ii - .s)/2}(2'"-' - l)C„(ni + l - *) (230) 

The most awkward part to expand in the above expression is the V(s) l term. It is 

a straightforward but tedious exercise to show that 

^ = s + W + 0(S) (231) 

where 7 is Euler's number. Thus now 

1 ™ = (i^fef&TTjTr i/' {s+^2+°^) (i+ *<"•+ D + 0[s) 

x / ( m - ){9\S-H\j (232) 

Where we have denoted the term in square brackets by f(m — s) for notational 

conciseness. As we require the first derivative at zero, the finite contribution will be 
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the t e rm linear in *, and the absence of an s-indepeiident t e rm in the expansion of 

r ( . s ) _ l ensures tha t we need only expand the remaining te rms to first order in s. T h e 

finite contr ibution will therefore be the te rm linear in s in the following expression 

Tr 
T ( m + 1) 

[1 + 7 a ] [ l + sin (/i 2)][l + sil>(m + I ) ] [ / (m) - sf'(m)] 

9\BH\ 
in 

1 - s \a{g\B-H\} (233) 

which gives the regularised even dimensional Yang-Mills s table mode contr ibut ion 

r u ~ l r r ( m + i )^~~iT" 
g\S-ff 

- / ( » , ) l n - + (7 + V'(m + l ) ) / ( m ) - / ' ( m ) (234) 

Due to the presence of the tr igonometrical term in (233), it is easiest to give separa te 

expressions for the regularised action for rn even and m odd. Kor the even in case, 

i.e. <i = 1 mod 1, this gives 

i " i r 
1 YM - r 

1 

Y[m + J 
Tr a\H-ll\ 

- > - t ' ( j i i + i ) 

+ ( , . ' ) "1 '» l'(m+ 1)(2'" - l)0.(m+ I) 

T h e odd m case (</ = 2 mod 1) is considerably less user-friendly. 

,l\l) II | 
• l i r 

(235) 

1 YM ~ 7T 
1 ,.. (y\B-H\ 

n [ r,— I -•) - U'{III + I) 
]'(»> + !) \ 4 ir 

(-l)f»'+'l/2 /«|/7-/7|Y" + 1 

(277)'" + ' \ -In- / 

-•> + - - I n 2*) + - — r + ^ — Z + l , , ' - " 
HI 1 — 2 

(236) 
C ( ' " + l ) V /<' 

A similar procedure applied to the fermion and unstable Yang-Mills terms yields the 

expressions quoted in the main text . 



E Examples 

Here we briefly give the analytical expressions used to generate graphs 1 and 5. First 

we consider the three dimensional case shown in graph 4. Kor masses up to and 

including the critical mass, tha t is 

g\n\ 
< l 

T h e function to be plotted is the real part of the effective action, given by 

3/2 <-ffi F 

(237) 

(238) 

whei 

F = 
2™»å , Y ' \ \ f. 1 

(239) 

For masses above this critical range, more terms are needed. In the range 

1 < 

F ->/• ' + 2 

fli 01 
< 3 

»l«l 

1/2 

210) 

:-MI) 

This is sufficient, for our needs. It is easily seen that t he addition of a critical mass has 

very little elfect on the effective action, apart from removing the lacliyon. Kvalnating 

(23S) at IIIQ = 0 and at IIIQ = m,. r,,„.„j, it is easily shown tha t 

(212) 

F[mQ = 0] = (2 - ' / ' - - \)Q,(:i/-2)s\n(7r/-\) + Æ + e 

F[mQ = m„it] = 0 ( ( : V 2 ) s i n ( I r / 4 ) + 2 ^ + fi 

where A is a constant ( the final term in (23!))). Thus , up to a minor numerical 

correction, the addition of the critical mass gives the same result as ignoring the 



imaginary part. In four dimensions, as shown in graph 5, we have 

where, for 77ig given by (237) we have 

3 » (-1)" (mrm2

Q\ 13 

(2*13) 

(244) 

and 

A. = _3_f.(zir ln(2nir) + 7 - l 
\ / n r a i n jr /n7rmo\ 

2*|£| 2 
(245) 

where the modulus sign ensure that there is no imaginary part. For masses in the 

range (240) 

j _ J . M . + * 
MB\ 2 

/ m?, 1 \ / m?, 1 

These terms are, of course in addition to the tree level term 

(246) 

(247) 
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Figures 
1. The effective action in 3 dimensions for Nj generations of Dirac fermions in 

sua). 

2. The effective action in 4 dimensions for Nj generations of Dirac fermions in 

SU(2). 

3. Comparison of the Yang-Mills term with an '. without the real part of the un

stable mode in 4 dimensions. 

!. Comparison of the Yang-Mills effective action wit' and without a critical mass 

which removes the unstable mode in 3 dimensions. 

.5. Comparison of Yang-Mills effective action with and without a critical mass 

which removes the (instable mode in 4 dimensions. 
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Footnotes 
1. For example, by enclosing the system in an infinite square well and choosing 

boundary conditions on the vector potential to give the flux condition. This 

involves fixing a gauge on the boundary. 

2. Non-Abelian: shrinking the torus implies that, a magnetic field with fixed flux 

integer labels (no all zero) will rise monotonically to infinity, implies that as 

we shrink the size of the torus to zero, the magnetic field rises monotonically 

to infinity, provided that N, 5̂  0 (corresponding to no field) 

3. If there are zero components of \B- H\ (other than those due to the rank(G) zero 

weights), these will correspond to quantum fields which may remain massless 

and thus it is not general to say that the symmetry must absolutely be broken 

to U(iya"k^aK However, it is extremely likely to be the case. 

•1. In higher dimensions (n > 4) the same effect may legitimately be achieved with 

multicomponent magnetic fields and without the need for Euclideanization. 

5. See note following equation (140). 

(i. i.e. That whic.': includes the effect of radiative corrections. 
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